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Calloway native keeps goods Soviets^ boycott
safe for Clarksville police
declared a failure
,See stm, on page 2

See ...tor.1 on inie.e 10

Land Between the Lakes
schedules annual festivities
-see ..t4r.1 on page 2
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Iran says
Iraqis kill
over 300
in jet raid

Calloway school
officials rebut
insurance report
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Calloway County school officials are steamed about a
report that their school district
bus insurance is below state
standards.
"We meet,or exceed all state
standards on'insurace, period,"
said Superintendent Jack Rose.
"We wouldn't dare go any other
way."
•
An area newspaper article on
Sunday had cited a state Department of Education survey which
reportedly listed Calloway and
four other Purchase area
districts as having inadequate
coverage. Ballard County and
Fulton. Independent carry
coverage below state standards,
and Calloway, Carlisle, and
Graves counties listed only partial coverage information on the
statewide survey, according 'to
the article.
Rose said Calloway was cited
because it failed to answer one
question on the survey form.
That was confirmed by a
spokesman for the department
of education's division of insurazice, who said Calloway's
failure to answer .the. section on
no-fault insurance was simply
marked with an- asterisk.
Though Calloway was included
on the list of underinsured
districts, "I wouldn't call them
deficient at all," said the
spokesman, who asked not to be
identified.

Iraqi jets bombarded an Iranian celebration today, killing
more than 300 people and wounding hundreds of others, Iran's
official agency said.
The Islamic Republic News
Agency and Tehran Radio said
Iraqi warplanes raided the Kurdistan town of Baneh during a
celebration to commemorate a
1910 uprising against the Shah of
Iran 1.i/hich led to the exile of
Ayatollah *Ruhollah Khomeini.
Khomeini overthrew the shah in
1979 and remains the highest
authority in Iran.

Calloway meets or exceeds all
the state's recommended
coverage levels. Carlisle also
meets the state standards, he
said.
The state recommends
$100,000 coverage for property
damage, $250,000 per person in
bodily injury liability, $2 million
bodily injury coverage per bus,
uninsured motorist coverage,
and $10,000 in no-fault coverage
per person.
King said Calloway's porky
includes $100,000 for property
damage, $250,000 bodily injury,
$2 million per bus, a minimum of
$-,
90,000, for uninsured motorists,
and $10,000 no-fault.

King pointed out that the state
provides insurance coverage
specifications to • boards of
education, and Calloway sends
out copies of the specifications
to insurerrtor bids. The school
district has to sign a statement
that it has met the specifications, or make a note if it has
not, and turn the statement in
with the bid prior to receiving
the policy, King said.
State Superintendent of Public
Instruction Alice McDonald said
the purpose of the survey was to
encourage school districts to
seek ways, to lower their insurance premiums while maintaining adequate coverage. The
state reimburses school districts
for most premium costs.
Calloway's premium per bus
is $127, according to the survey,
CallOway was,. one _ of _ nine
compared-to- a state average of
disricts that failed to answer the
$166. The state recommended
survey question on no-fault
getting at least three bids for incoverage, Rose said. He did not
surance; Calloway received five
know why the question wasn't
(three of which were from State
HEA‘"V WORK — David Cathey takes a• jacksteps that have posed some hazards for persons
answered on _Calloway's
Farm agencies) and solicited
hammer
to the steps of Murray State's Lovett
attending events at the auditorium.
response, since Assistant
more than that on its latest
Auditorium, assisted by Larry Pritchett. New
Staff photo by Charles Honey
Superintendent Johnny Bohanpolicy, Rose said. Calloway insteps are being built to replace the old, uneven
non filled it out and is on vacasures a fleet of 50 buses.
tion. But the question could have
The state wanted to survey the
been unclear since several other
range
of premiums among
districts also failed to answer it,
school districts, which was conRose said.
siderable, and the effect of bidBy counting all the
ding compared to direct
unanswered categories, the
negotiating,
according to the
state could inflate its figures on
education spokesman. Since the
the survey, Rose said. He
state reimburses premiums,
thought the state should have
"We were trying to get more
contacted districts or pulled
value out of the premium
Murray State University is
the state. She added that off- scholars "to enhance their sense
their files to get the missing
dollars" while ensuring that one of two universities in Kencampus facilities such as the of community." He noted that
information.
students were covered ade- tucky selected to host the GoverHancock Biological Station on the students will also have acThe education department
quately, he said.
nor's Scholars Program in 1985.
Kentucky Lake, Murphy's Pond, cess to all campus recreational
spokesman said the state did not
Rush W. Dozier Jr., chairman
Wickliffe Mounds Research facilities.
Murray Independent carries
look up the missing information,
of the program's board of direcCenter and Savage Cave, proThe Governor's Scholars Procoverage that meets all the
since there were so many
tors, announced today that the
vide unique summer laboratory gram is administratively based
state's recommended levels, at
categories involved for 180
board will contract with Murray
in the office of Gov. Martha
studies.
a total premium of $2,218 for
school districts.
State and Western Kentucky
On campus, the president said Layne Collins and supported
nine buses. Calloway's total
Insurance agent David King,
University for space and
that the scholars may find the through a partnership of state
premium, which includes school
who handles the policies of both
facilities for the program next
Mid-America Remote Sensing government and private corvehicles other than buses, is
Calloway and Carlisle counties,
year.
Center,
which 'provides porations and foundations.
buses.
$7,566
50
for
provided figures to show
The two schools were selected
technical assistance in processThe 1984 scholars program -from among nine colleges and
ing satellite data, to be of special expanded to two campuses and
universities who submitted pro600 students from 245 on the
Interest.
posals to the Governor's
Stan Key, director of con- campus in 1983 — will get underScholars Board, an independent
ferences and continuing educanonprofit corporathm. The sumtion at Murray State, said two
mer program is rotated among
campus dormitories are proposKentucky colleges and
ed to be used exclusively by the
universities.
One Section — 14 Pages
Dozier said that locating the
Classifieds
program
on
two
campuses
12. 13
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
in
the
state ballot.
Comics..
same region offers advantages
California Democrats have the
12There were few races below
Crosswords
final word in the marathon
including the sharing of guest
12
the presidential contest to spark
Murray Police Chief Paul
Dear Abby
speakers and performers and
• 12
Democratic presidential
voter interest in most of CaliforJerry Lee has announced that
Garrott's
Galley
makes
possible
primary struggle, as the Golden
3
the
building
of
a
nia's 23,398 precincts.
the police department will begin
Horoscope'
"spirit Of community" between
6
State prepares to weigh in with
Nearly 80 percent of the 141 inciting individuals living or workMurray Today
4, 5,_ 6
the residential programs.
its largest-in-the-nation bloc of
cumbent state legislators and
ing in Murray who do not have
Obituaries
14.
The
Governor's
Scholars
306 delegates.
ProCongress
seeking
members of
current city stickers displayed
Perspective
gram — initiated last summer at
3
Four other states, also hold
re-election this year have no
In their automobile windows.
Sports
10,
Centre
,
11
College
primaries today, but'Walter
—
provides
primary opposition. Nine
Road blocks as well as parkacademic enrichment opporMondale, Gary Hart and the
statewide ballot propositions, ining
lot checks will te in effect,
tunities for personal growth for
Rey. Jesse Jadkson planned to
cluding $1 billion in jail, prison
Lee said.
soutstanding
students
,entering
cacripaigning
end their
in
and park bonds, generated little
If cited, persons could face, in
' MISS •
their senior year in high school.
California avd then settle in for
controversy, end there were no
addition to the purchase of the
PAPER!
YCSUR
They
are
• nominatet_to ,be
a long night. California polls
other statewhie races._
..-ActiN4/41AkePt
scholars
by
districts
school
close at 8 p.m. PDT,three hotirs
As Mondale Inched closer
of $37.50 and a fine ranging from
• -received their home-delivered
after primary 'voting ends in
toward the Democratic nomina- 'throughout Kentucky to attend
55"to $100.
copy of The Murray 1.4tdgar
without
charge
five-week
•
the
New Jersey.
tion, a ,Canfornia poll released
The
be
can
stickers.
'which/
Thetas by 5:30 p.m. Monday!'
residential
Republicans have a presidenprogram of intensive
Monday reported the former
purchased at the city clerk's ofFriday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
qudy,
tial primary today, but nobody
activities.
discussion
and
vice president pulling ahead of
fice in city hall for $16.50, now inurged to call 733-1916 betare
Dr.
Kala M. Stroup. Murray
was paying much attention since
Hart 41 percent to 34 percent,
clude a 10 percent penalty. After
ween 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m..
State
President Reagan already has
univerthe
president,
said
with Jackson trailing at 15 perJuly 1, the sticker price will inMonday through Friday. or
'the delegates for renomination
cent. Earlier polls showed Hart sity can. offer the scholars "opclude a 100 percent penalty br3:30 p.m and 4p.m.Saturdays.
programs
portunities
and is unopposed on his home
for
and Mondale neck and neck.
inging the c4it to $3(1.
=available anywhere else" hi
•

The radio, monitored in London, indicated a march was taking place in Baneh when Iraq
subjected the people "to its
American and Soviet bombs and
martyred more than 300 of our
defenseless Muslim Kurdish
brothers and sisters in that town
at 10:30 (a.m.) today."
IRNA said hundreds of people
also were wounded in the attack
on Baneh, which is about 300
miles west of Tehran and very
close to the border of northern
Iraq. The city was used as a
staging area for Iranian attacks
on Iraq last year.
Iraqi news media did not mention the reported attack. There
was no independent confirmation that an attack had taken
place.
Meanwhile, the Saudi Arabian
Defense Ministry reported that
its jet fighters, alerted by
U.S.-supplied early-warning
surveillance planes, shot down
an unidentified warplane in a
brief dogfight over the Persian
Gulf at 12:33 p.m. today.
The ministry did not identify
the plane, but sources in eastern
Saudi Arabia said by telephone
that it was believed to be an Iranian jet. The sources spoke on
condition of anonymity.

MSU one of two state universities
picked to host '85 scholars program

California is final leg
in primary campaign

way June 30 at Eastern Kentucky University and on July 1
at Centre C011ege with opening
day ceremonies for parents and
students. Faculty will arrive On
June 25 on both campuses to
prepare for the summer session.
Eastern and Centre were
chosen to host the 1984 program
by the scholars' board last fall.
Dozier said the decision on the
1985 site was made early in
order to give officials at Murray
State "and Western an opportunity to observe this summer's program in operation.
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Local police say
time for stickers
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Today: Very warm and
humid with a 30 percent
chance of thunderstorms.
Highs in the upper 80s to
lower 90s. South winds 10 to 20
mph.
Tonight and Wednesday:
Partly cloudy with a 2S) per-n -e• e
-f
thunderstorms. Lows 65 to 70.
Highs in the upper 80s to'
lower 90s.
_ •
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Land Between the Lakes to sponsor annual
Arts and Crafts FestiN al and fiddles contest
More than 200 artists from
around the region are expected
to gather for the 15th annual
Land Between The Lakes(LBL
Arts and Crafts Festival Saturday and Sunday, June.16-17.
In conjunction With the
festival will be the 7th annual
Devils Elbow Fiddlers Championships on Saturday. June 16.
The competition, a major

feature of the festival, will include fiddlers, banjo players,
and bluegrass bands from
throughout the area.
The festival, cosponsored with
TVA by the Murray Art Guild,
will be held again this year in
the area along U.S. Highway 68
at the Eggner's Ferry Bridge,
the former site of Fenton, Kentucky. Festival-goers can expect

Statlers win four
country awards
By JOE EDWARDS
and album of the year for the
Associated„pressIVEtter _ _ rnttitca.k.pelling_ "The Closer
NASHVILLE,- Tenn. (AP)• -1-cou Get."
- The Statler Brothers, counThe Statlers, who have won
try music veterans, say they
more than 300 awards during
found no special satisfaction
their career, were hosts of the
in upStaging younger rival
show along with Larry Gatlin
Alabama by taking home four
and Sylvia.
Music City News awards.
Janie Fricke was voted top
"We don't look at it as comfemale vocalist over veterans
petition," said Don Reid of
Barbara Mandrell and Loretthe--Statler -Brothers. "We've
ta Lynn and rising stars Reba
been fortunate enough to be
McEntire and Charly
around a while,. and we're
McClain.
proud of Alabama. But we
Let Greenwood was named
don't look for competition."
male vocalist of the year over
The Statlers, a quartet
George Jones, Conway Twitwhich has been together for
ty, Ricky Skaggs and Don
more than 20- years, were
Williams.
honored Monday night for
The winners were chosen
best „comedy act, top vocal
by
subscribers to The Music
group, single of the year for
"Elizabeth" and No. 1 televi-. City News, a monthly country
music publication in
sion special for "Another
Nashville.
Evening With The Stetter
Brothers - Heroes. Legends
The 18th annual awards
and Friends:" .
preontation was broadcast
.Alabama, a fotr-piece poplive Prom the Grand Ole Opry
country band which has
House .on syndicated televidominated country music
sion to ialf the country and
awards for three years, won
will be shown later on other
two awards: baird of the year
stations.

Preserying

to see some Of the region's finest
and most original crafts at the
show, since all work exhibited
must be original and handmade.
Exhibitors are carefully screened to ensure the work's quality.
Manufactured crafts or those
made with manufactured parts
are not accepted.
Exhibitors maye•enter their
work in juried sections with the
Murray Art Guild providing
$1,200 in prizes. There will also
be a juried section for color and
black and white photography
and a cash prize for the best
booth, which is based on the
coordination of the booth's exhibits and overall appearance. •
The fiddlers championships
are scheduld Saturday from
noon to 5 p.m. with awards given
to the best senior fiddler (60 and
over), the best junior fiddler
(under 60), the best banjo
-player, and the best -bluegrass
band (3-6 members). The competition is sponsored by TVA,
Murray radio station WKMSFM, and the merchants of
Jonathan Creek and Aurora the Jonathan-Aurora Action
Committee (J-AAC). J-AAC will
be providing $800 in cash prizes.
Entrants in the fiddlers contest may register beginning at 10
a.m. the day of the contest.
However, arts and crafts exhibitors must submit an application to the Murray Art Guild,
along with a $25 entry fee. The .
festival is limited to 250
exhibitors.
The festival will begin at 9
a.m. and end at dusk each day.
There is no admission; however,
the Art Guild will charge $1 for
parking at the festival site.
For more information on the
Arts and Crafts Festival, contact the Murray 4rt Guild,- 103
North Sixth Street, Murray,
NITSICAI, DEMONSTRATION - hembers of the summer'Day ('amp group from the Apple'Tree
Kentucky 42071, or the Arts and
School were treated to a demonstration-of the Casavant pipe organ at Murra• State University when
Crafts Festival Coordinator,
they recently visited the Farrell Recital Hall of the Price Doyle .Fine Arts Center on the campus. Seated
TVA, Land Between The Lakes,
at the organ in Dr. Stephen Rosolack. assistant professor of music and choir director at Murray State.
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231,
•
phone (502) 924-5602.

idence sometimes tricky..

Calloway native keeps goods safe for Clarksville police
A Calloway County native has
recently been featured in the.
L-eaf-Chronicle for
his work as a detective for the
Clarksville. Tenn., police
department.
•
John Berry's duties at the
police post include that of
evidence officer, which makes
him responsible for safely keeping evidence until final court action is taken on the case.
Berry says keeping an item
.safe isn't always a simple task
but he must see that it is done
O..ecalise he_is.aaked toleatify In
court that evidence for atrial

has not been tampered with in
any way.
-Stim-e of the commonplace
evidence Berry is expected to
protect at his office are packets
of drugs, handguns, knives,
marijuana plants and items that
have been stolen. .
But Berry will tell you that
there are sorne not-so commonplace items that must
be protected also.
He lists as an example a toy

pistol that was used in a robbery..He_ explains tHat it's made
of hard, gray rubber and "until

you look close you can't tell" it's
a toy.
He adds that perhaps one of
the most unique pieces of
evidence he has had recently
cannot been seen with the naked
eye and is reportedly in a clear,
plastic bag.
"I have a cellophane bag of
paint chips that I can't see, but
the officer swears they're in
there," he says.
Berry explains that the paint
chips were scraped from the
bumper of a car involved in a
traffic accident.
Other evidence is a bit unplea-

sant, Berry explains, such as
blood- or secretion-stained
clothing, hair samples and blood
samples being kept as evidence
for murder and rape cases.
"It gets messy," he admits.
While an investigating officer
usually collects evidence for a
case, Berry is sometimes called
upon to assist. And he says collecting evidence has its own
problems.
Berry explains that items
must be moved without altering
their forms and therefore he has
had to learn special techniques
for handling evidence.

He gives the example of a gun
that has to be dusted for
fingerprints.
"I have suspended a gun on
dowels inside a box so that it did
not touch any of the surfaces,"
he said.
Guns can also be moved by inserting a pencil through the
muzzle or placing a hook
through the trigger guard.
After evidence is presented in
court and a final decision is
made in each court case, Berry
• says that some of the items are
destroyed.Items such as drugs or plants

are incinerated and illegal
weapons that cannot be
destroyed by fire are crushed
with sledgehammers. Other
items that are not illegal by
nature, such as handguns or appliances, are sold at auction if
they are not claimed by their

owners.
Berry is the son of the late
Joseph and Haline Berry. He is
married to the former Patty

Pt

Washer, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Merlin Washer, Rt, 7, Murray. The Berrys have one
daughter, Serena.

Man arrested for burglary
RACK TO THE BOOKS - Ella
Hinkle, second from left, a Murray State senior from LaCenter,
registers for summer classes
with her friend, senior Diane
Cotham of Benton, as senior
David Johnson of Symsonia
calls up her schedule on a computer. Registration for
first summer semester began
Monday.
Staff photo by Charles Honey

Following an investigation of
a New Concord arealake cabin
burglary on May 31, three arrests have been made by the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
According to Deputy Larry
Nixon, Terry E. Allen, 22, New
Concord, was arrested Friday
and charged with second degree
burglary and theft by unlawful
taking under 8100. He is being
held in the Calloway County Jail
with bond set at $1,000.
Arrested Monday in connection with the cabin burglary
were two Calloway County
juveniles, ages 13 and 16. The
juveniles, whose names were
not released, are under the same
charges as Allen. The two have
been released to their parents
and referred to juvenile court.
In an unrelated incident, Jimmy Dale Collins, 25, was arrested Saturday by the Polk
County Florra,Sheriff's Depart-

ment on an mdictment by the
February, 1982 Calloway County
Grand Jury. His charges, theft
by unlawful taking over $100 and
four counts of criminal possession of a forged instrument,
stem from an auto theft occurring September, 1981. Collins will
be returned to Calloway County. "
In another incident, the
sheriff's department is investigating_the reported theft of
a vehicle from the county Monday. No report was available at
press time.

Correction
An article on Monday incorrectly quoted Woodmen of the
World President Nick T.
Newberry as referring to
Auburn Wells as a former
Woodmen board member and
attorney. The reference was to
Rainey T. Wells. Newberry also
referred to George Waylon
Rayburn as a past Woodman.

Survivors' tale of shipwreck is harrowing
HAMILTON, Bermuda (AP), one body was recovered within
four hours of the sinking early
- His first time as a crewman at
Sunday. The survivors who were
sea', Bill Barnhardt .had just
brought back to Bermuda said
come on deck for the 4 a.m.-to 8
they doubted any of 18 others
a.m. watch aboard the threewould be found alive.
masted Marques when suddenly
tHre rain stopped and the sky . "The squall that hit us totally
unexpectedly was incredible in
cleared.
Its velocity," Philip Sefton, 20, a
For about three minutes, Barprofessional sailor from Britain,
nhardt, a 24-yeamid sailing
said Monday at a news contrainee, watched the stars
fesence_by some survivors of the
emerge. The Marques,a 117-foot
ship's sinking.
British squart-rigger, was sailcrossing some 380
ing comfortably in 28 mar %dada
abOtIrTledpt@i-i- And
riiifda:to:NOVa-Brecitii race
planes searched today for the
• for tall ships.
missing people,- said U.S. Coast
Then, from nowhere, a,freak
Guard Petty 'Officer Jerry
gust of itind slammed the ship
Snyder. The search began early
onto its aide, and cascading
- water drove the vessel beneath • "Sunday and will continue "at
least ;hitough midday when
the waves within 45 seconds.
they'll make a decision whether
Of the 28 crew and passengers,
to carry on." Snyder said today.
nine people were teseued and
•

The Marques went down about
a- flannel shirt - when he heard
flung himself overboard as the
80 miles northeast of Bermuda.
the shout and scrambled up the
deck of the ship plunged beneath
The site is just outside the top of
ladder to the deck.
the water.
the mysterious Bermuda
"I was basically swept away,"
"From the moment the squall
Triangle, the area which has
he said. On his way overboard, started to blow to the moment
claimed dozens Of ships and hunhe grabbed a life raft that was
the ship was on its side was 10
dreds of lives in the past 40
being washed off too.
seconds," he told reporters.
years.
Barnhardt, who joined the
Sailors at the news conference
At the news conference, held
crew Thursday to make hiefirst
gasped. He said the ship started
at a British naval station on the
sea voyage, had been a
to sink in another 30 seconds and
west end of Bermuda, Sefton
Wycombe, Pa., housepainter
was gone 45 seconds after that.
said he was at the helm When soand college student. Although a
Barnhardt struggled to the
meone shouted, "All hands on
novice, he knew that if the sails
surface and a hand, McMillan's,
deck!" • Muscled like a
were free, the ship might bob
reached out to clutch his and
weightlItter4430 IT.191:0 AtAn-.41L, wAriglaWie
4raft.
011/
hjlzu
drew1.-1 1-1
slaatifir1
1c141
4e0
-a1
,—
-feet-falf-b?-bied -t.0'IsPffi-The --began
è'
at e sait tines.
toiSUfid an
wheel ..to keep the ship upright
But suddenly he was underbobbing life rafts and crawled
but couldn't Dold it. Water
water, tangled in rigging,
Into the one with Barnhardt,
poured'slangs the deck.
fighting for the surface.
. McMillan and four others.
Clifton McMillan, 16, of FairSefton, meanwhile, climbed
The ship, a graceful beauty
field, Conn.,another trainee who
onto the now-sideways box enbuilt in Spain 67 years ago, was
bad just gone off the midnight to
wring the wheel in a vain at- - gone, with only scattered debris
4 a.m. watch, was already in his
tempt to keep his head above
left behind.
nightclothes - aweatfrants and
water. He grabbed a rail and
.There had been no time for a

Mayday, no time to warn those
sleeping below. Were they still
with the ship, now on the ocean
floor? "Undoubtedly," Sefton
said grimly but without
hesitation.
At the news conference, Barnhardt, McMillan and Sefton
wore clothes borrowed from
sailors on the Polish sailing ship
which picked -them up. That
ship, the Zawisia Czarny, was
one of 42 which started the race
Saturday. The ratr
eduled
.
..;
•.

of a series sponsored by the International Sail Training
Association to team novices with
professional crews on, classic
sailing vessels.
Another survivor was plucked
from the sea, and the Polish ship
picked up the ninth survivor."
•
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garrotts galley

Reminders of
school promises

p.

As another school year ends, we are reminded
of the unfulfilled promise of American public
education.
It's not as though the schools aren't struggling
to surmount the educational problems of the last
few years. There are just so many obstacles that
remain to be overcome if public sChools are ever
to regain the respect they once enjoyed.
Studies generally agree that the ingredients for
a good school are a strong principal, a disciplined learning environment, high expectations, homework, individual attention to students, an
emphasis upon basic skills and systematic evaluation of pupil and teacher performance.
Unfortunately, many of these requirements areopposed by the nation's largest teachers' union.
The 1.7 million member National Education
Association (NEA I supports seniority systems
that prevent principals from firing incompetent
instructors. It blames slipping student test scores
on parents, and questions the validity of the tests.
Instead of campaigning for better education, the
union spends most of its time and money shilling
for political candidates and special interests.
Those safcial interests have criticized President
Reagan because he has trimmed the U.S. Education Department's budget and told the states to
upgrade their education systems through hard
work and a return to the fundamentals. His
message is anathema to those who insist that
billions more in federal funds are necessary to
save the schools.
Granted, money is essential to any educational
system. If money were the answer, however,
American public schools would be in great shape.
Per-pupil spending in the United States more than
doubled during the last 25 years. Many U.S.
private schools, and most other industrial nations,
spend less per pupil than do American public
schools. Yet American public school students are
outscored by .their -private anceforiegn ccomterparts in most academic'areas.
The disparity between public and private school
achievement is frequently dismissed through the
assumption that private students are brighter and
most highly motivated. But this premise overlooks
the fact that many of these pupils are former
public school students whose study habits and
grades improved once they transferred to private
schools: Simply stated, most private schools de-"
rand more of their students - and they get more.
This is particularly evident with discipline.
Unlike many public schools that assume any child
can be transformed into an attentive student with
patience and understanding, private schools expect their students to adhere to a strict behavioral
standard. Transgressors are removed from class
so teachers can devote their time to students who
want to learn. This used to be the case in most
public schools before the courts and child
psychologists began to run interference for disruptive students.
Private schools also place greater emphasis
upon the teacher's knowledge than upon his cer,tification. And though the salary scales in private
schools are quite low, outstanding performance is
often rewarded with merit pay. More important,
dismissing incompetent instructors isn't a problem because they don't have tenure.
Of course, private schools have an advantage;
theiroPerations are relatively free of the strings.
attached to government aid. Thus, they can concentrate their efforts on education.
The close of'another school year should be a
time to take stock -of the public schools and reflect
upon the mistakes of the past. How long, we
wonder, will it be before educators and legislators
learn that educational excellence cannot be purchased - it must be earned.

by m.c. garrott
•

D-Day marked the beginning of the end
of World War II and John Iran was there
"I knew it was going to be rough,
but I never dreamed it would be as
rough as it was."
That is how John Thomas Irvan,
1307 Wells Blvd., remembers the
Allied landings on the NOrMandy,
beaches of France on June 6, 1944
- 40 years ago tomorrow.`
"I can remember it as vividly as
If it all took place yesterday," he
said the other day in his office on
Maple Street, where for many
years he has centered his work as
the western district leaf supervisor
for U.S. Tobacco.
The best I Can determine, John is
the only Calloway Countian to land
on the beaches among the very
first assault forces that historic
'iday, although a lot of others followed in the ensuing days, weeks and
months.
John was in the Army for 26 months, 22 of these overseas and most
of this with one of the Army's most
decorated and legendary combat
units -the 1st Infantry Division,
affectionally known in the military
as "the Big Red One." It is based
today at Fort Riley, Kan.
NOM the moment John landed
- amid the hellish inferno of battle
that was D-Day until Germany surrendered on May 7, 1945, he was in
combat all but one day.
On Dec. 14, 1944, his unit was
ordered out of the line for some
much needed rest in Belgium. This
was shoart lived.
The next day, German Field
Marshall von Rundstedt unleashed
the fury of his panzers in what was
to go down in history as The Battle
of the Bulge. The Division was
ordered back into the line and its
tenacious stand on the northern
shoulder of the Bulge plarysd an important part in the defeat of the
German onslaught.
• • •
But, what was it like 40 years ago
today, tomorrow and the next few
days as John and his comrades

assigned to the 16th Regiment of
the 1st Division. The Division was
no 'stranger to war. Its valiant
record in World War I had been
enhanced already in World War
by victorious campaigns across
steamed toward and stormed those
North Africa and through the
beaches?,
endless hills of Sicily.
TO bring back some of the
With numerous assault landings
memories of that war for those who
behind it and an esprit de corps
fought or served in it and to bring
unequalled anywhere,'it was only
alive again experiences for those
natural that the Division be chosen
who fought in later _wars, I. have. to spearhead the invasion - to land
prepared three columns relating
on the most difficult section of the
some of John's D-Day experiences • Normandy beaches - a section
as best he remembers them.
code-named "Omaha." •
It is our hope that they fittingly
Gen. Omar N. Bradley, who died
commemorate those days of grit
only a few months ago, was comand glory of the men who, by their
mander of the American First Arcourage, suffering and sacrifices,
my,and it was he who chose the 1st
had so much to do in determining
'Division's battle-tested veterans to
the outcome of World War II in
lead the way.
Europe.
This was the greatest tribute the
• • •
commander could have paid to a
John was 28 years old when he
combat division - placing it in the
was drafted Sept. 21, 1943. He had
spearhead of the invasion.
• • •
been married to the former Rebecca Farmer of Murray for three
When John joined the 16th in late
years. He had taught school for a
March of 1944, the regiment was
while at Wartell, Mo., and he was
stationed at Bridgeport, not far
working as a Navy shell inspector
from Weymouth on the southern-.
at the ammunition plant at Viola in'most coast of England. Weymouth
Graves County when his number
later was to be one of the primary
was called by his draft board here
embarkation ports for the invasion
force..
at home. Serving on the board were
Ed Filbeck, V.H. Clark, Will
He was assigned to HeadWasher, the chairman, Mrs. Mary
quarters Company for intelligence
Neale, the clerk, and Mrs. Gussie
arid reconnaissance duty. This is
Adams, the assistant clerk.
duty involving probing patrols He was sent to Camp Wheeler,
often behind the lines - seeking
Ga., near Macon, for basic training
out and observing the enemy. He
as an infantryman, upon complealso found himself one of only three
tion of which he was immediately
men in the unit without previous
sent to England as a replacemeht
battle experience.
soldier.
For John's next two months, the
American soldiers already had
16th did little other than rigorously
been in England since early 1942.
train for the obvious invasion.
Some 50 days after the Japanese
Time and again, its men would
had attacked Pearl Harbor, they
board ships, be taken out into the
began arriving as the buildup and
Eriglish channel and go over the
preparation for the imperative inside down heavy, rope netting into
vasion of Europe began.
landing crafts pitching in the
waves at the ship's side.
His second day there, he was
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
first of three columns dealing with
a Murray soldier and his experiences in the 'initial Normandy
landings of World War
,
II.)
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capitol ideas
WASHINGTON (AP) - To misquote Henry Higgins, the snooty
British chauvinist professor in
"My Fair Lady:"
Why can't the U.S. Congress be
more like the British Parliament?
Often, American tourists are
suprised how boring debate can be
in the House and Senate.
You can look down from the
visitors' galleries and see only one
or two bona fide senators out there
droning on about some
unrecognizable legislation. It's
very likely there will be more
young pages than senatorym the
floor.
And chances are the most exhilarating moments might be when
the tally clerk so very slowly calls
the roll of 100 to tick off enough
time for a senator to walk from his
office to chat for awhile in -an
almost empty chamber. At least
this diversion gives first-time
onlookers son opportunity to view
famous politicians answer,
"Here!"
There are exceptions - when
.„prayer debate was one rarity. Sen.
Lowell P. Weicker Jr., R-Conn.,
and -Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C..
gave them the ol' what-for.
Nowadays in the House the
caliber of parliamentary stand-up
rows is coming along nicely as the
self-acclaimed "conservative op

"You had to step into these at
just the right instant," he said.
"One second it would be right at
your feet and the next it would be
six or eight feet below you because
of the waves. There were a lot of
broken arms •and legs suffered
because of that - in training as
well as the day of the invasion."
Once the men were aboard, the
landing crafts would circle the
mother ship and practice forming
their assault lines before returning_
to port so the training could be
repeated at another time.
• • •
There was no question but that
an Allied invasion of Hitler's "For- tress Europe" was immenient. The
question simply-was "When?" The
consensus of the men was that it
would come either June 5th,'6th or
7th. They had it pegged.
Three days before the initial landings, John and his comrades
boarded the Cost Guard
transport, Samuel Chase, which
also was the headquarters ship for
the 16th Regimental Combat
Team.
Also aboard the Chase was Don
Whitehead, a native of Harlan in
southeastern Kentucky and a war
correspondent with The Associated
Press. Whitehead was a veteran of
Allied landings, havinebeen along
for the ones in North Africa and
Sicily.
In an article entitled, "As I Saw
It," and written for "Danger Forward," the World War II history of
the 1st Division, Whitehead relates
many of the observations, reactions and experiences which also
were John's aboard the Chase, in
the assault boats and on the
beaches.
In Thursday's column, John
shares with us some of what it was
like in the invasion's very first
assault waves.

looking back
Ten years ago
A recall of 95 employees at Murray Division of Tappan Co. will bring the total work force to 915, according to Dave Dickson, general
manager.
Named as Lakerettes for 1974-75
at Calloway County High School
were Christine McCuiston, Teesa
Erwin, Sandra Stark, Leah Vance.
Sandy Farris, Sandrg Stom, Renee
Thompson, Pam Toad, Cindy Garrison, Janet Usrey, Margaret
Greer, Jill Falwell, Sherry Haley.'
Sandy Bibb, Cindy Rogers and
Karen Burkeen.
Conielyn Lowry, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Conte C. Lowry of Murray, received her B.A. • degree
from Southwestern University.
Memphis, Tenn., on June 1.
Elected as officers of the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American
Revolution were Mrs. John
Livesay, Miss Maude Nance, Dr.
Halene Visher, Mrs. Max Hurt,
Mrs. Doris. Nance, Mrs. Leon
Grogan, Mrs. Paul Sturm, Mrs.
Wesley Waldrop. Mrs. Corrine
McNutt and Mrs. Price Doyle.
Twenty years ago
Cemeteries in the area to be acquired for the Land Between the
Lakes Project will be kept open
and accessible for visiting and
decoration and for maintenance by
relatives and cemetery associations, according to a spokesman for
the Tennessee Valley Authority.
Jimmy Armbruster, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James Armbruster, and
Steve Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James H. Smith. received Eagle
Badges at the Court of Honor by
Boy Scout Troop 77.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Jennings. a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miller,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Jones and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Bidsong.

portunity society" - a band of
calling, he is calling names on
vociferous Republicans - attacks
behalf of not only himself but on
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill for
behalf of the institution."
"smearing" their reputations. One
Frank, the speaker's friend,
O'Neill fan, Rep. Barney Frank, Dretorted that Walker is suffering
Mass., alludes to them as
from "a confusion" between the
"crybabies."
House and Commons.
But House catfights still can't
Nonetheless, there's no confusion
hold a candle - yet - to the
about who has scathing insults
delightful rowdyism of the British
down to a precise science. British
House of Commons. English pols
politicians must 'have thicker
can teach U.S. lawmakers ever so
skins.
much in the fine skill of sniping.
There are other striking difThirty years ago
ferences in the two deliberative
The bid was let on June 3 for the
bodies.
construction of a new elementery
Both the House and Commons
school on South 13th Street by the
have the office of speaker; but to
Murray City School Board, accorthe dismay of Rep. Robert S.
Ken Wolf
ding
to W.Z. Carter,
Walker, R-Pa., occupants of the
The eighteenth-century English
'superintendent.
lofty perch are not much alike
aristocrat Lord Chesterfield they
Roy S. Steinbrook has been apphilosophically.
named a coat after him several cenpointed director of Murray TrainCommons' speaker is neutral.
turies later) was famous,in part, for
ing School to sucteed Esco Gunter
While just a member of Parliathe many letters of advice which he
who transferred at his own request
ment, he allies-himself with a parwrote to his son.
th Business Department of Mur.
to
ticular faction. But Once he dons
In one of them, he gave advice to
ray State College Gunter has servthe speaker's robes, he is supposed
men of learning in all ages:
ed as director for two years, accorto take no sides
wear your learning, like your
ding to Dr-. Ralph
That's not exactly the case with _ .watch, in a privaite pocket:
• . . H. Woods, MSC'
'president
_ .
• ?•••,...,
spealme-r*ois
it et&e..:=1..f.•
---W.B. Moser Was tirtilrtried with a
have to scratch the skin of our
It, merely to show that you
Citizenship Award and Plaque and
speaker to find a Democrat.
have one. If you are asked
H.W. (Stub) Wilson the Mr. WoodSo complains Walker: "After all,
what o'clock it is, tell it; big do
man Medallion for 1953 by the
not
It seers to me that the office of
proclaim it hourly and
Woodmen of the World Camp 592.
speaker is there to serve us all, that
Unasked, like the watchman.
The awards were presented by T.C.
the office of the speaker is not a
But then, some intelleoivals today
Collie, district manager. and Burare lonely (like the Maytag repeirpartisan office. .. But when the
ford Hurt, state manager
man) because nobody ever asks.
speaker decides to engage in name
_
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Parker and Enoch
wedding June, 16
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
Parker announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Teresa
Lynne, to Larry Kent
Enoch, son of Mr. and
" Mrs. Rex -Enoch. •
Miss Parker is • the
'granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J.T. Tidwell
and of Mrs. Bessie
Parker and the late
Lynn Parker.
The bride-elect is a
1984 graduate of
Calloway County High
School.
Mr. Enoch is the
grandson of Mrs.
Beatrice Parker and the
late Clyde Parker of
Mansfield, Tenn., and of

CROWNED MISS
KODIAK — Lucinda
Michele Eldridge, 17,
daughter of Tom and
Carmalita Eldridge of
Kodiak, Alaska, was
crowned Miss Kodiak
1984 in a recent
ceremony there.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Katie
Charlton of Rt. 4, Murray, and of Mrs. Morean
Eldridge Norman of
Murray.,
' Michele, a senior at
Kodiak High School,
also was chosen as
Senior Princess and
Christmas Sno Ball
Dance Queen.
She will be competing
In the 1984 MISS Alaska
Contest in Anchorage
this month. Her talent is
drama and she won
"Best Talent Award" on
the local level.
Miss Eldridge plans to
attend Murray State
University, Murray,
Ky., this fall.
Crowning Miss
Eldridge is Ms. Debra
Marconi, a former Miss
Kodiak.
Photo by Kodiak
Daily Mirror

the late Fred and Ruth
Enoch.
•
The groom-elect is a
1980 graduate of
Calloway County High
School and a November
1982 graduate of IET of
Paducah. He now is
employed at EHM, Inc.,
Nashville, Tenn.
The wedding vows
will be exchanged on
Saturday, June 16, at
130 p.m. at the Green Plain Church of Christ.
A reception will follow
from 2 to 4 p.m. at the
University Branch of
the Bank of Murray.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.

Parkcr
Tcrcsa
:Intl Lirrl Kcnt Enoch to 111111%.

Son ordered
to 1710VC out

• VISIT TO FARM =- NIulti•Age Pre-School Children visited the Jerry Stark Dairy Farm during their
annual picnic. The children enjoying the sandbox are David Todd, Tim Stark. Patrick Thornton. Louis
Charette and krissy Whitfield. Persons interested in enrolling their children in the Multi-Age Program
at the Early Childhood Education Center. North 16th Street, Murray. may call Pam Thornton at
75:1-3t09.
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PITTSBURGH (AP)
A jury took 10
minutes to decide that a
43-year-old computer •
programmer must
move out of his parents'
home and pay $7,269 in
back rent and utility
bills.
The ruling Friday in
Allegheny Common
Pleas Court climaxed a
nearly two-year battle
by the retired parents of
Andrew Zarna Jr. to
evict him from their
home in suburban
McKees Rocks.
Andrew and Angeline
Zama said their son
stopped paying rent in
August 1981 despite earning more than $27,000
annually, and became
disruptive, burning
cigarette holes in furniture and working late
at night in his basement
machine shop.
Mrs. Zarna said later
she blamed herself for
being too -.generous in
raising her son. "I
always worked," she
said. "I never missed a
day just to make sure he
had this stuff. This is my
fault."
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Newborns and-dismissals listed
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Wednesday, May 30, was 88
adults and six in
nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as fallows:
Baby Girl
Stonecipher, parents,
Dana and Joe. 800 Ntorth
17th St., Murray.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Charles E. McKinney,
Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Pam
G. Jones and baby boy,
A-9 Mobile Home
Village; Miss Beverly S.
Evans, 121 Trailer
Park;
Mrs. Juanita Jones
and baby boy. Rt. 3,
Benton; Joseph J.
Venice, Rt. 5; Mrs. Sue
K. Britt, Rt. 1,
Farmington;
'Mrs. Kuple N. Morris,
Rt. .1, Sedalia; Billy
Sizemore, Rt. 1,
Sedalia; Mrs. Betty J.
Underhill, Rt. 3;
Mrs. Sherry G.
Moseley, Rt. 1, Cottage
Grove, Tenn.; Mrs. Effie Odell Donelson, Rt.
6; Harlan H. Kemp, Rt.
7, Mayfield;
Mrs. Mary Evon Burt,
Rt. 7: Robert E.
Mimms, Rt. 1, Benton;
Mrs. Audrey E. McCuiston, Rt. 6;
William Holbrook, Rt.
5; Robert Porter Hutchens, 715 Sycamore
St.; Elbert 0. Alexander, Rt. 6.
————
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SWANSEA, Wales
(AP) — Anna -Williams,
listed by the Guinness
Book of World Records
as Britain's oldest person, celebrated her
111th birthday Saturday
at a nursing home.
Her 77-year -old
daughter, Constance
Harvey, said Mrs.
Williams would share
birthday cake and
(Cont'd on page 5)
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Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Friday,
June 1, was 81 adults
and seven in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Boy Bytanan,

parents, Barbara and
Garry, Rt. 1, Dexter.
Dismissals were as
follows:
-Fereshten Alitavolt,
114 College Courts;
Michael D. Parrish,
New Concord; Johnny
L. Latimer, Rt. 1,
Hazel;
Ryan K. Cates,
Sedalia; Dottie L.
Bailey, 1705 Wells Ext.;
Susie F. Allen, Rt. 5;
Allan Preston Dean,
New Concord;
John C. Sugg, 104
West St., Fulton; Bernie
0. Hooks, Rt. 3; Kittie
D. Dillard, 215 Spruce
St.;"
Ruby Lee Rhodes, 408
Sycamore St.; Mary A.
Deline, 1509 Kirkwood;
Thelma I. Mayfield,
Murray-Cal Apartments
C16;
John- H. Grogan, Rt, 1;
Hardin; Gaynelle 0.
Williams, Rt. 47 Opal L.
Watkins, 1409 Vine St.;
Jack Pace, Rt. 2;
Walter Cleburne
Adams (expired) 201
North 10th St.; Novle H.
Kelly (expired) Rt. 3.

Here at Furches

44prn 11:00 Start

LITTLETON S
The Happy Yellnw Store
Murray Kentucky

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Thursday,
May 31, was 89 adults
and seven in nursery.'
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Girl Solowey,
parents. Kenitha and
Mark, 812 Gwen St.,
Paris, Tenn.;
Baby Girl Richardson, parents, Wanda
and Gene, Rt. 8;
Baby Girl Gray,
parents, Debora and
Rustin, Coach Estates
D4, Murray.
Dismissals were - as
follows:
Mrs. Ruth Williams,
301 L.P. Miller; James
Thomas Hill,. 1706 Ken;
nland Dr.; Van L.
Futrell, Rt. 6; Mrs. Ora
Joyce, Hazel;
Cordis Lee Hayes. 505
North Fifth St.; James
Larry ThWeatt, Rt. 1;
Mrs. Connie D. Edwards and baby_ girl,
Hardin;
Mrs. Kathy L. King
and baby girl, 106 West
Sixth St., Benton; Aylon
McClure, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Marie B. Mills,Fern Terrace Lodge;
Mrs. Clara N.
Howard, Rt. 1, Farmington; Mrs. Rubye L.
Humphries, 1631
Hamilton; Burnett C.
Lintz, 202 Covington
Ave., South Fulton,
Tenn.
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Molly Imes named
in scholar pi(wram

Miss Imes is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth C. Imes.
Rt. 2, Murray. She will
be a senior at Calloway
County High School this
fall.
Also chosen for the
program from this area
was Barry Smithmier of
Marshall County High
School.

Long at M.44-tin
MARTIN STUDENT
— Melinda Long,
daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. James T. Long,
1565 Oxford Dr., Murray, studies for her
finals as she completes
her studies for the spring quarter at the
University of Tennessee
at Martin. She is a
senior home economies
major. Spring commencement will be Sunday, June 10, and approximately 650
students are candidates
to receive degrees during the 4 p.m. ceremony
in UTM's Physical
Education and Convocation Center.

The.Autlents ;,who all
will. he seniors in high
school this fall will attend classes during
WKI: summer session,
June 11 through Aug. 2.
They will be eligible to
take.up to nine semester
hours of college course
work.
"The purpose of
Western's Junior
Scholar Program is to
provide, an early introduction to college
work and college life,"
ys Dr. Sam
McFarland, professor of
psychology and director
of the program.
Students were chosen
on the basis of superior
grades and aptitude test
scores. McFarland said.

The engagement and
approaching marriage
of Miss Marilyn Joy
Howard to L.E. (Steve)
Stevens III, son of Mr.
.and Airs. L.E. Stevens,
Jr., of Cold Spring, has
been announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ted Howard, 1403
Sycamore St., Murray.
Miss Howard is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Mary Foy and the late
S.V. Foy of Murray and
of Mrs. Alyne Howard
and the late Bill Howard
of Mayfield. ,
The bride-elect is a
1978 graduate of Murray
High School and a 1982
graduate of the University of Kentucky with a
degree in dietetics. She
received her Master's
degree in food science
from the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, in
1983.
Mr. Stevens is a 1978
graduate of Campbell
County High School and
a 1983 graduate of the
University of Kentucky
with a degree in
Business
Administration.
The groom-elect now
is employed as

always enjoyed a simple
meat-and-two-veg type
of cooking."
-WI11-i a Frl S
widowerl 30 years ago,
was born June 2, 1873,
one of eight .children —
all of 'whom lived at
'least into their 80s. One
sister died at age 101.
"Although she cannot
Concentrate on things
around her like she used
to, her •memory is still
very sharp about her
younger days," Mrs.
Harvey said.

.4*v' ...104110-ksVii

Faustine Walker,
presented a lesson on
"Household time
Management" at the
May meeting of the
ParisRoad
Homemakers Club held
at Sirloin Stockade.
The devotion on
"Launch Out Into the
Deep" with scripture
frm I Corinthians 16:13
was give by Marie
Wyatt.
Mrs. Walker, president, reported on the
trip to Louisville to attend the' Kentucky
Homemakers meeting,
the tasting lunchton at
the First United
Methodist Church and
the International Day

Pier 1 Imports
We are pleased
to announce that
Dr. Vicki Lynn
Roberts, bride elect *of Nicholas
John Ridge; has
made her selections from our
bridal registry for
decorative
accessories. The couple will be married
Sept. 8.
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Italian Spaghetti
Special
$ 1 49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
oat thot won at home for tiles prow

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
I•
••••••
•••••••••••
ALL
NOTIONS

ALL
CRAFTS

1/2 1/2
PRICE

House.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent.
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the
wedding and the
reception.

_

Degree granted

program at Sirloin
Stockade.
Reports were read by
GETS DEGREE —
Sally Henson. Officers
Vicki Lynn Roberts,
for 1984-85 were elected.
daughter Of Mr. and
Amy Wilson conMrs. John D. Roberts,
recreation
al
ducted the
Jr., 1.706 Firmer Ave.,
period.
Murray, graduated
Also pnesent were from the
University, of
Mary Crutchfield, Mary
Kentucky College of
Gee, Barbara White, Medicine
in ceremonies
Topsy •Brandon, Louise on the
Lexington camDunn; Mattie Buster, pus on
Sunday, May 13.
Dollie Kiser, Alice Stee- She is a
graduate of
ly, Charlene Curd, Murray High
School and
Virginia Duke, Robbie Murray
State Universi•
Blalock, Margaret ty. Dr.
Roberts will
Roach and De,lla Taylor. begin a
residency at the
The club will have a University
of Kentucky
potluck luncheon at the Medical
Center in LexMurray-Calloway Coun- ington on
July 1.
ty Park on Tuesday,
June 12, at 11:30 a.m.

FINANCING

THAT'S RIGHT
INTEREST FREE
FINANCING

.... ,... rt.. 9•

.....,,, ,, -

CLOSING OUT OUR ENTIRE $125,00 INVENTORY
EVERYTHING REDUCED! NOTHING SOLD AT REGULAR PRICE"
DO NOT MISS THIS RARE OPPORTUNITY!!

•
••

solemnized on Saturday, July 7, at 2:30 p.m.
at the First Christian
Church, Murray.
A reception will follow
the ceremony at the
Murray Woman's Club

•
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QUITTING"
BUSINESS
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140,
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ONLY
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mechanical contractor
with The Plumber Company — Fixzit Man,
Divisions of Lou Stevens
Co., Inc., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
The wedding will be

%

N EEDEWOMAN
r7z:
1 ... ,7,-, rz., r',.."."% n ,.7.7 /-.....7

NEW HAVE
REDUCTIONS
tki

•i*.
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Paris Road Club meets

f

(Cont'd from page 4)
sherry with relatives
and 23 other residents of
Tuxedo. Old People's,
Home.
Among the other
residents is Britain's
oldest man, ex-miner
John Evans, who will be
107 in August.
A former domestic
cook, Mrs. Williams attributes her longevity in
part to plain food. "She
has never had a lot of
rich things to eat," said
Mrs. Harvey. "She

7), 1sx4

. -It

eckling, June 22 Howard-Stevens wedding planned

Mr. and Mrs. Ralf
Nolan Miller of. Murray
announce the approaching marriage of
their daughter, Amanda, to Robert Duncan,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jacque Marvin of Murray
and the late Wayne
Duncan.
Miss Miller is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Elvyn Michelic of Merrillville, Ind., of Norman Randolph of
DeMotte, Ind., of Mrs.
Elizabeth• Miller of
Gary, Ind., and of Rolf
Miller of Columbus, Ind.
The bride-to-be is a
graduate of Calloway
County High School and
Vans- to attend College
In the fall.
Mr. Duncan is the
grandson of Mrs. Dortha Duncan and the late
Buell Duncan of Murray
and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Cleveland Guin of
Johnson City, Tenn.
The groom-to-be also
Is a graduate of
Calloway County High
School and is employed
at Lynn Grove Egg Co.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Friday,
June 22, at 7 p.m. at the
Northside
- AM/11dd Miller
Church at Almo
and Robert 1)tincin to; marry
Heights. The Rev. Larry
Salmon will officiate.
Community Room of the
Only out-of-town in- are invited to attend the
A reception will follow North - Branch of the vitations will
be sent. wedding and the
the ceremony in the Peopies • ink.
All friends and relatives reception.

Molly Imes of
Calloway County has
been chosen as one of 24
high school honor
students to receive
scholarships to participate in the 1984 Summer Junior Scholar Program at Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green.

HIRAI LEDGER & TEtiEs

12 MONTHS TO PAY
WITH ABSOLUTELY
NO INTEREST CHARGES

MAKE YOUR BEST
POSSIBLE DEAL WITH
STOREWIDE DISCOUNTS
AND HUNDREDS OF
SALE PRICED
LIQUIDATION PRICED
ITEMS
12 MONTH

PRICE

OVER 6,000 SELECTED

INTEREST FREE FINANCING

PATTERNS 2/3 OFF

WITH APPROVED CREDIT

ENTIRE BALANCE OF STOCK

PATTERNS 1 /3 OFF
IL'
MANY ITEMS REDUCED EVEN MORE THAN 50%

-4T-q

AT

RASS FURNITURE
103 S. 3RD

DOWNTOWN MURRAY

753..3621

•

•

—

'

•-•
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Coining community events are listed
Wednesday,June 8
Tuesday,June 5
Thursday,June 7
Thursday,June 7
Thursday,June 7
Southwest Calloway
Seventeenth annual
753-5094
ners
or
753-7663.
at
9:30
meet
V 7 p.m.
a.m.
at
Elementary School will Ladies' George Hart
Woodland
s
Nature
————
party Memorial Invitational
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D. have a skatingp.m.
Junior Golf is schedulMixed Doubles Tennis
at Golf Tournament will be Center and Breadmakfrom 6 to 8
DEAR DR. LAMB — My say you should have called I'm sending you. Others who Roller Skating of at Murray Country Club ing at 1:30 p.m. at The ed at 9 a.m. at Murray will be at 6 p.m. at MurCountry Club.
Homeplace-1850.
ray Country Club.
husband is 64, very healthy, an emergency medical ser- want this issue can send 75 Murray.
with Venela Sexton and
virile and active. He retired vice if one was available cents with a long, stamped,
————
• recently. He was mowing rather than trying to trans- self-addressed envelope for Baptist Young Women Virginia Schwettrnan as
Rabies clinics will be
The
Single
Senior citizens acConnection
the lawn last week and expe- port him yourself. That way it to me in care of this news- of Sinking Spring Bap- chairmen.
will meet at T p.m. in at Hazel, New Pro- tivities will be from 10
•
rienced pain in his chest, you can provide immediate paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio tist
---Education Building, vidence, Hamlin, New a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Church will meet at
arm and back and was light- medical support if it City Station, New York, NY
Thursday,June 7
First United Methodist Concord, Bonner's and Douglas Centers
7:30 p.m. at the church.
headed. He rested a bit, becomes necessary.
10019.
Murray Civitan Club Church.
Grocery, Donelson's and from 10 a.m. to 3
—
—
—
—
started to mow again and it
That's not a small point., The two most important
will have a potluck supGrocery,
—
—
Burkeen's p.m. at Ellis Center.
—
—
Murray
TOPS
(take
happened again. This hap- About half the deaths from things a person with angina
per in the Community
Alcoholics Grocery and Health
————
pened three times.
heart attacks occur before can do are to lose all extra off pounds sensibly) Room
of North Branch Anonymous and Al- Department. For inforI took him to theemergen- the patient even gets to the body fat, I mean get skinny, Club will meet at 7 p.m.
of Peoples Bank.
Anon will meet at 8 p.m. mation call 753-3381.
The, Radio Corp. of
cy room, as our family doc- hospital, so getting trained and don't smoke. The diet at Health Center.
————
at First Christian
America gave the first
---tor was away. After tests help as soon as possible is and a sensible, gradual
— — — -Events it Land Bet- Church, Benton. For inMurray Women of the public showing of its allthey found he had what they very important.
exercise program ari also Murray Optimist Club
called an angina attack. Do
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at ween the Lakes will in- formation call 753-0061, Moose will meet at 8 electronic television
Many heart specialists important.
you have any advice to give believe the onset of angina
DEAR DR. LAMB — I've Homeplace Family clude Birding for-Begin- 762-3399, 753-7764, p.m. with officers to system in 1949.
or further information? for the first time means the heard that from a nutrition- Restaurant.
They gave him nitro.
patient has actually had a al standpoint it's necessary
————
DEAR READER — I'd heart attack, meaning a to eat both whole-wheat and Murray Toastmasters
like to know more details myocardial infarction. At white bread, that the whole.• before deciding it was an the least it does mean wheat alone will not suffice. Club will meet at 6:59
CitrItallS
angina attack. It's certainly serious underlying disease of I can't understand why this p.m. at Western Sizzlin
Restaurant.
true that angina pectoris — the coronary arteries.
should be so and wonder
Jennifer Severns, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
The Murray Civitan Club will have a potluck
heart pain — can cause
Your husband should do whether my friend who told
Billy Mitchell of Murray, has been awarded a
supper
on Thursday, June 7, at 7 p.m. in the ComAlcoh
chest pain, with pain into the the things we usually recom- me this was misinformed,
olics
or
munity Room of the North Branch of the Peoples
arm and less commonly into mend for patients who have whether I misunderstood.
Anonymous will meet at $600 Manning Stewart Scholarship at Murray
State University where she is a graduate student
Bank. Special entertainment will be presented
the back. But it's important recovered from a heart
DEAR READER — You 8 p.m. in western por- in communicat
ion disorders. A 1979 graduate of
by Louise Weatherly, Dorothy Norris and Oneida
to know what the character- attack. And those are the can get along very
tion
of
Livestock
and
well on
Calloway County High School, she received her
isticsof the pain are and its same things we also recom- whole-wheat bread
White. All members and guests are encouraged
without Exposition Center.
B.S. degree in 1983 from Murray State. She is a
etact location. Many- things mend to prevent a heart using white bread.
to attend, said Willis Johnson, club president.
————
But the
besides heart attacks can attack. I've discussed this in story doesn't end there.
Murray Moose Lodge member of the National Student Speech,
cause chest pain.
the Health Letter 17-.10, Whole-wheat bread provides 2011 will meet at
8 p.m. Language and. Hearing Association and
You were wise to take him What You Need to Know bulk because the
whole- with officers to meet at 7 presented a paper at the Kentucky Chapter's
to see a doctor. Some would About Heart Attacks, which grain wheat is used. White
A gospel singing featuring The Believers will
1983-84 meeting. The Stewart scholarships are
p.m. at lodge hall.
be
held Saturday. Likne 9, at 7 p.m. at the
bread, made with refined
presented through the Department of Spcial
- ——
Mayfield Church of God, 808 Farthing St.,
flour that contains none of
C01111111.thist
Education
and
administere
d
by the University
WMU of Westside
Mayfield. The public is invited to attend, said
the husk, doesn't provide
Baptist Church will Foundation.
needed bulk or fiber.
Sarah McClure, director of singings for the
Other than the fiber factor meet at church at 7:30
church.
— Ind flavor, if you prefer p.m.
PEKING (AP) — eight weeks' maternity it — whole-wheat bread isn't
————
Thirty years after the leave as provided under superior to white bread
TWO students from Calloway County have been
Murray Assembly No.
government reversed Chfna's marriage law. made with enriched flour.
19 Order of the Rainbow named to the Dean's List for the spring semester
Navy Seaman Recruit Allen S. Moore, son of
China's feudal tradition If 70 percent of child- That which you buy will be for Girls will meet at 7 at Western Kentucky University, Bowling
Cecil and Janice F. Baker, 1604 Catalina, Murby promising equal bearing urban women made with the, enriched
Green.
They
are
daughter
Laura
Anne
Sears,
of
p.m. at lodge hall.
ray, has completed recruit training at the Naval
employment for women, did so, it would create flour. Because vitamins
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Sears, Rt. 5, Murray. and
— — —have
been
recruit Training Command. Great Lakes, Ill.
,
added
to
the
the official Communist over three million jobs,
Katherine
Shepard,
E.
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday,June6
enriched flour, gram-forDuring the eight-week training cycle, trainees
Party newspaper has the article said.
Rabies clinics will be Fred Shepard, Rt. 6, Murray.
gram white tread contains
studied general military subjects designed to
declared that mothers
Graves
students
County
named
were Carlos
more thiamin (vitamin B-1), at Penny, Stella,
prepare them for further academic and on-thebelong at home with
If inothers stheyed at riboflavin and niacin. It also Kirksey, Almo, Dexter, Don Cosby, Harold Mack Humphreys II, Jeffrey
job training in one of the Navy's 85 basic'occuptheir young children.
home, they could contains slightly more pro- Valley Drive In, East Y Charles Leneave, Alis,a Marie Powell and Jan
tional fields. Included in their studies were
The wOmen's jobs breast-feed their babies tein and calcium, White
Grocery and Health Michele West: Marshall County students named
seamanship, close order drill. Naval history and
could be taken by and liberate themselves bread isn't
disaster as Department. For infor- were William'Edward Booth, Miltrcy Ann James
first aid.
•
unemployed youths, the and their husbands from some iyould have you
and Robin Wynn James.
rhation call 753-3381.
Peking Daily said.
hurried household believe. It just doesn't pro——
Columnist Xing Hua chores, the newspaper vide needed fiber.
Goshen United
said that women should said. It said this would
Methodist. Church
Group A of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
take a three-year leave help keep affectionate
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Stonecipher, 800 North 17th
Women will meet at 7
Club
will play Thursday, June 7. at 9:30 a.m. at
of absence starting in couples from squabblSt., Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Shan
A laser — the word is p.m. at church.
the club. The lineup will be as follows: Court One
the seventh month of ing over domestic
Kacee,
weighing
seven
pounds 15 ounces,
————
an acronym for "light
— Rainey Apperson, Shirley Homra,'Shelia
pregnancy, instead of trifles.
Hazel and Douglas measuring 19% inches, born on Wednesday. May
amplification by
Farmer and Peggy Billington; Court Two — -Tani
30,
at
7:42
a.m.
at
the
Murray-Cal
loway County
.414
Stimulated emission of Centers will be open
Billington. Jana Hughes, Donna Keller and Lois
•
Hospital. They have one son, Sean, 5, and
radiation" — is an in- from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Keller; Court Three — Andrea Hogancamp.
another
daughter,
Shea,
31
,.
2
.
activities by senior
Sharon Wells, Lanette Hunt and Nancy'
WELCOME WAGON WANTS TO VISIT YOU tensely coherent and for
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Joe
concentrated light citizens.
Whitmer; Court Four — Brenda Marquardt.
Stonecipher
,
Jr.,
of
Centralia,
Ill., and Mr. and
————
Just engaged' New parent, Mo'ved> I'd .ike.to
ou
source capable of inCarol
Boaz, Kathy Kopperud and Wilda Purdom.
46a.bring useful gifts, intotrnatior and cards you can redeem
Mission Groups of Mrs. Hal Gibson of Mayfiltld. Greatcredible precision and
grandmothe
more gifts at Iocaotisinesses Ai free to you
rs
are
Mrs.
N.C. Chrisman and Mrs.
Cherry Corner Baptist
power.
E.J. Stonecipher, Sr., both of Centralia, Ill., and
Eye 'surgeons Church are scheduled to
Mrs. Iva Lee Gibson of Mayfield.
Kathryn Outland
• manipulate lasers as meet at 7:30 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. San-r Outland of Murray were the
Hostess
—
—
—
—
bloodless scalpels to
recent guests of their daughter, Mrs. Ramie
Baptist
Church
Flint
753-3079
make extremely
Franklin, Mr. Franklin and family of Muscatine,
Mission Groups are
Ingeborg King Asst.
delicate incisions, or to
Iowa. They were accompanied by Mrs. Cozy
scheduled
The
I
meet
at
to
City
7
of
Metropolis,
492-8348
Ill., will honor its
cauterize blood vessels,
Futrell of Buchanan, Tenn., aunt of Mrs.
adopted son,"Superman," during the Superman
p.m.
We can arrange
while leaving tissue
Franklin.
Celebration
—
—
'84
—
to be held Friday and Saturday,
to get together
unaffected only a few
Mission Group of June 8 and 9. This sixth annual event will include
tri ‘,our nome
cell widths away. To
Salem Baptist Church is many activities with the super hero theme.
,for 3 brie! yisrt
vaporize turnors or to
scheduled to meet at 7 Events on Friday and Saturday will include the
melt and rebond torn
p.m.
carnival, flea market and sidewalk sales. Friday
nerves of blood vessels,
evening entertainment will be an outdoor con————
surgeons use the unseen
Murray Tennis cert by the Phelps Brothers Gospel Group. Saturradiation .of carbon
Frances Drake
Association will meet at day events will be a.10,000 meter Superman Road
dioxide lasers.
FOR WEDNESDAY,JUNE 6, 1984
7:30 p.m. in Race at 8:30 a.m., mock bank robbery at 1:30
What!dad of day
tomor- board in celebrating. High and
Cumberland Room, p.m. and super beauty contest in the evening.
row be? To find out what the mighty behavior could upset
Curris Center, Murray
stars say, read the forecast friends.
State University.
given for your birth sign.
VIRGO
np
————
23to Sept. 22)
(Aug.
ARIES
The
Marshall
County Art Guild will have its
Ladies day events at
You have more energy and
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 419
404
Oaks Country Club will spring show on Saturday and Sunday, June 9 and
drive than usual. In your rush
A
career
push
pays
handoff
10,
at
Marshall
the
County Public Library, 10th
be golf with Doris Rose
somely for you, today. to get things done, don't
as hostess and bridge and Poplar Streets, Benton. Hours will be from 9
However,success giVes you no overlook someone's sensitive
with Joyce Thomas as a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday and 1 to 4 p.m. Sunday. A
right to be condescending with feelings.
LMRA
Meet the artist reception will be on Sunday
hostess at 9:30 a.m.
fellow employees.
(Sept.23 to Oct. 22) —
afternoon.
TAURUS
————
You're somewhat moody
(Apr.20toMay 20)
The romantic picture and possibly anti-social today.
brightens for you, but you may Still, you'll accomplish much
overspend on pleasure. It's the from behind the scenes. Luck
perfect day to make plans for occurs at home.
SCORPIO
a vacation,
(Oct. Xi to Nov.21) Ineflic
GEMINI
INC
Friendship is highlighted
MEMBER
(May 21 to June 20)
You may be excited about now. You'll have fun socializhome decorating today. It's ing, but one involvement has
The Leadership not the best time, though, to you wondering where you
Education and Develop- show off to others what you've stand. Be charming.
SAGITTARIUS
ment Program in accomplished.
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Business Inc. has CANCER
Do your best to further
21 to July 22)
received a $10,000 grant (June
In the midst of a happy mo- career interests. Opportunity
from R. J. Reynolds In- ment, you could shut up like a arises, but you must capitalize
Come Father's Day don't
dustries Inc. LEAD of- clam. Don't be overly sen- on it. Be considerate of those
risk getting a gas trimmer
fers promising minority sitive or you'll ruin what could you love.
CAPRICORN
4
high school students be a nice time.
that's not an ECHO.
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
LEO
summer
training
six
at
There is no other trimmer
An travel invitation is likely.
business schools around (July 23 to Aug.
Financial and job prospects By all means accept. Join
with the outstanding perthe country.
improve,but you may go over- friends in cultural activities.
formance record and vast number of satisfied customers like
Rise above minor differences.
ECHO! Start hinting now for an ECHO brand trimmer - don't
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb.18)
risk a substitute! Starting as low as $139.95 (Mod. GT169)
Investigate investment options. It's a good time for
estate planning and other
I US Somnolent G-usranised Bends 4 Preferred Sleeks
financial moves. Don't be extravagant, howeVer.
• with the purchase of an Echo trimmer receive the
PISCES
income
Federal
Tax-Frse*
Tar
Income
Federal
Insured
5.
.-.6.1111WOokof
following
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
MaIllitipl Bends
Free *sided Bends
Though you'll have ,a
•6 pack - Echo 2
wonderful time with a loved
cycle mix oil
one and your opportunity
• One lb supply of
3. loveslesere Grads CoresrMe Bends 5 MA and KEOGH B*Irsollnl Plan
rises, you could be inconreplacement
siderate of a family member.
cutting line
YOU BORN TODAY have a
• Safety Goggles
strong need for approval and
"You can take advantage of today's high yields by investing
• Extra Spark Plug
usually are responsible about
your money where it will help you fight inflation and taxes."
meeting obligations. You work
Please call Me or drop by for more information.
well with others and have a
R. Randal Saladin
flair for communications.
Since you value your place in"
522 West Maki
the' cenuniuilty, you often
502-753,7401
44444,••
7, choose a pasilionarti;:trviee to

Avoiding angina attack

DATEBOOK

Severns gets scholarship

plan supper

Gospel singing Saturday

newspaper
says 'mothers stav home'

Sears, Shepard named

Moore finishes training

iso

Shan K. Stonecipher born

Tennis play Thursday

Laser used

Outlands visit in Iowa

'Superman' events planned

_

Your Individual
Horoscope

cifiramaigok

Art Guild plans show

111111111111G1
Dad, you better
start hinting now.!
for an Echo
--1
,7
trimmer for
Father's Day;Ai

,o

EDWARD D.JONES & CO.
NEW YOrNSTOCK EXCHANGE

Leadership
program
gets grant

reasons to invest my
money through Edward D.
Jones & Co."

13.2%

13.5% ..

FREE

SAVE

$25
"

1'1.0%
10.75%
14.35% 14.25%

n) 41244k

OLD FASHIONED
GOSPEL MEETING
Sunday, June 3 through
Sunday, June 10
Evening Service 7:30

OLD FASHIONED
PREACHING

Evangelist: Preston Cotham
Hillsboro, Texas

man ONE that lasts!

OLD FASHIONED
SINGING
Lecisier-;*311,

Abintrit

200 E. Main
753-8201

)614)

e

"I just learned six good

FREE TRIMMER KIT

-V
46\10

0.Jones

Mayfield, Kentucky

"ski•Co.

liamben is. Y•rk Mak 11.40144.. 144
Sugedlls• lawstor holmium Csupwifibme
br...• OW. f• /vow • m IMM ere im
•

"

V..

Randy Seiadin

GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST
(5 Mi. S. Murray - Old Murray-Paris Rd.)

You'd woke Awk..auk- - jet •teadm„,Logy-or
-sales Penal. You have a
decided artistic bent and
succeed in writing,'painting,
design and,theater. Birth date
of: -Thomas Mann, Writer;
Nathan Hale, American .
patriot; and David Scott,
astronaut.
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Lynn, Glover added to Kentucky Women's Hall of Fame
CENTRAL CITY, Ky.(AP) —
Two. "distinguished" members
have been added to the Kentucky Women's Hall of Fame,
but the hall's first choice, Gov.
Martha Layne Collins, is not one
of them.
"We wrote to her four months
ago to tell her she had been
selected," said hall of fame
chairwoman Sue Wheeldon,
"but she never wrote us back."

Instead, country music singer
Loretta Lynn and educator
Helen Brink Glover were
inducted.
Bob Stewart, deputy commissioner for the state Department
of the Arts, said the hall's letter
simply got lost in the
bureaucratic shuffle.
"The governor tries to respond as quickly as possible to
each letter, but this letter took a

little longer than usual," he
said.
The hall, sponsored by the
Central City Business and Professional Women's Club, did not
have an abundance of candidates to choose from
The club placed advertisements seeking nominations
in eight newspapers around the
state, Mrs. Wheeldon said, but
only four people sent in

suggestions.
Both Mrs. Lynn and Mrs.
Glover have made distinguished
contributions to their home
state, she said.

"Coal Miner's Daughter."
Mrs. Glover,-4-'retired
Louisville teacher, was chosen
for her work in creating an
educational map including illustrations of works by 37 Kentucky writers.

Mrs. Lynn,a native of Butcher
Hollow, a coal mining settlement near Paintsville, has
received many entertainment
awards and inspired a hit movie
based on her autobiography,

The hall of -fame, opened in
192, also includes Lena
Made-sin Phillips, a
Nicholasville native who found.
ed the national federation of
Business and Professional
Women; Agnes Harralson, an
author from Central City; Pearl
Carter Pace, the state's first
female sheriff; and former Lt.
Gov. Thelma Stovall of Jefferson County.

Mr*. Glover was on hand at
the induction ceremony Sunday,
while Mrs. Lynn sent a daughter
as her representative.

Source says dissident physicist Sakharov 'all right'
MOSCOW (AP) — A
source in Moscow said
Monday that dissident
physicist Andrei
Sakharov is alive and
"all right" in the city of
Gorky.
The source, who did
not want to be identified
and who has access to
official channels of information, spoke to
Western reporters
following unconfirmed

reports that Sakharov
had died.
The Soviet Academy
of Sciences, of which
Sakharov is a member,
said it had no information that Sakharov had
died and did not believe
the repoit of his death.

in Moscow as saying
The journalist said
that Sakharov died she did not know
Thursday night in a whether the report
Gorky hospital. On meant Sakharov had
Saturday, an Italian died, was in a coma, or
journalist said she had had left a hospital.
received a telephone
The Associated Press
call from a woman who
she was "almost cer- in Moscow was unable
tain" was Yelena Bon- to reach Soviet officials
to comment on the
ner, Sakharov's wife, reports and source
s in
saying Sakharov was Washington said
they
"no longer with us."
had no information on

The Sunday Times in
London, in a published
report, quoted "reliable
and unofficial" sources

Salcharov's health.
A spokesman for the
Soviet Academy of
Sciences, of which
Sakharov is a member,
said when asked about
the reports: "We have
no such information."
He said the academy
would check and asked
the AP to telephone
later.
In a later call, the

spokesman said the
academy was .still
checking but added, "it
is obvious that these
reports are untrue." He
would not elaborate.

treatment.
Sakharov won the 1975
Nobel Peace Prize for
his campaigns for disar-

Survey searches for state's
niche in vegetable market

Sakharov, 63, had anneunced plans to start a
hunger strike on May 2
to press authorities to
grant his wife, Yelena
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Bonner, a visa to go (AP) — While some
abroad for medical Kentucky farmers experiment with alternative crops, analysts,at
the University of Kentucky's agricultural
economics department
are trying to find a
market for them.
in the Cascade Range
Dr. Dick Roberts, a
before continuing vegetable specialist for
through Sisters, Red- the UK Extension Sermond, Prineville, vice, said the • departBaker, Halfway and ment is conducting " a
then Idaho.
survey of major proOther bicyclists on the duce markets in the
trip are Elaine Stein- eastern United States to
brink of Dunmor, Ky.; try to find Kentucky's
Albert Krebs of Port niche in the vegetableCharlotte, Fla.; market.
Kathleen Triplett of
Kentucky grows fresh
Phoenix, Ariz.; Joe produce when it's too
Tyrens of Waianae, hot in the Deep South
Hawaii; Clarence and is a little ahead of
Johnson of Antigo,
the northern production
Murl Whattoff of Ames, area, Roberts said.
Iowa; Peggy Meany of
"So we do have this
Lakewood, Ohio; and 'window' in which we
J.F. Noyes of Scott- can produce these difsdale, Ariz.
ferent vegetable. crops,

Elderly group leaves on cross-country trip
PACIFIC CITY, Ore.
(AP) — The oldest
member of their group
is 73, but the 10 elderly
cyclists who left here on
a three-month crosscountry trek are out to
show that gray hairs are
no handicap.
"These are the real
people," jriP organizer
and leader Walter H.
Schlobohm,67: of Aptos,
Calif., said Monday.
"What they are doing is
incredible."
The bicyclists, who
gathered Sunday at a
campground in Pacific
City on the Oregon
Coast, assembled after

articles about the proposed tour ran in two
bicycling magazines.
Schlobohm said he
organized the trek "to
prove you don't have to
quit after retirement or
after 60." The group will
pick up an 11th member
in Missouri, he said.
President Reagan
wants to meet the
bicyclists when they arrive on the East Coast,
Schlobohm said.
The bicyclists were
scheduled to leave a
campground on the
Oregon Coast at 8:30
a.m., but postponed the
departure for about an

hour because of poor
weather. They planned
to travel east on Oregon
Highway 22 and hoped
to reach.Salem Monday
night, a distance of
about 55 miles.
''They're only as fast
as their slowest
member, and they have
not been on the road all
together," said Clair
Sagiv, director of financial development for the
Oregon Lung Association in Portland. The
American Lung
Association is sponsoring the trip.
The oldest member of
the group is Kenneth

Kemp, 73, of Cincinnati.
Five of the travelers are
68 and one is 70, Ms.
Sagiv said.
Some of the bicyclists
have traveled crosscountry before.
"They're a very hardy
group of people, very
vivacio4," she said.
"You have to be a real
'dedicated biker to be
one of them."
Schlobohm said he
began bicycling in 1980
when he discovered his
body could handle it. He
since has taken several
bicycle trips, including
a tour in China last
year.

Ms. Sagiv said one of
the bikers, Chuck Satterfield of Redmond,
Ore., began bicycling
after he suffered a
series of heart attacks.
The group plans to
camp most of the way
and is carrying all its
equipment on its bikes.
The trip will take them
through Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, Kansas,
Missouri, Illinois, Kentucky, West Virginia
and Virginia.
After reaching Salem,
the bicyclists will take
U.S. Highway 20
through Santiam Pass

Lambert's maid was informant
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Prosecutors
revealed, Monday that
James P. Lambert's
housekeeper was the
confidential informant
who provided information that began a
lengthy and wellpublicized drug investigation of the Lexington nightclub owner.
Diana Hall testified in
federal court that she
met about 25 times with
FBI agents in 1982 and
that she delivered co-

Keith,
Kennedy
begin run
for cancer
BOSTON (AP) — A
21-year-old who lost his
leg to cancer began a
cross-country run Monday to show the abilities
of the disabled, accompanied on the first mile
by his friend and fellow
amputee, Ted Kennedy
Jr.
Jeff Keith, of Fairfield, Conn., began the
six-month run to Los
Angeles from historic
Faneuil Hall amid a
host of well-wishers,
friends, state officials
and representatives of
the American Cancer
Society.
Kennedy, who lost a
leg to cancer 10 years
ago, told a breakfast
gathering that his family made him believe
that '!nothing could
stand in my way and the
only obstacles are the
ones we create
ourselves ...
"Jeff is a believer in
that same philosophy,"
Kennedy said. "I'll only
be with you for one mile,
but I will be with you
every step of the way."
Keith, a recent Boston
College graduate who
lost his leg nine years
ago, told more than 300
friends and sponsors
that his trek "is just
another challenge in my
life and I know
rise
to
•

4.„

artificial leg and will be
accompanied by a van,
will visit rehabilitation
centers and hospitals
along his route to Los
Angeles.

caine, photographs,
telephone records,
ether, test tubes and
cocaine-cutting agents
during some of their
meetings.
Those, items and the
stub of a check made out
to former Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr., •a close
friend and former
business associate of
Lambert's, were all
taken at one time or
another from Lambert's
house, Ms. Hail
testified.
Defense attorney
James Shuffett asked
that the 35-year-old
former housekeeper be
made to testify so it
could be determined
whether, at some point,
she became an agent of
the government. Shuffet
contends that if U.S.

District Judge Scott
Reed determines that
Ms. Hall was a government agent, then she
violated Lambert's constitutional protection
from illegal search and
seizure. '
The FBI based its request for a wiretap of
Lambert's home on the
testimony of Ms. Hall,
and Shuffett wants the
resulting tapes thrown
out. Those tapes form
the backbone of the
government's case.
Ms. Hall testified that
she went to the FBI
because she was worried about the safety of
Lambert and his
associates.
"I had seen a large
quantity of drugs in the
house, and I was
especially disturbed

and we can come back
again in the fall after it
gets too cold up north,
and (we can) be coming
off with some of our
cool-season vegetables
in the fall after the
North goes out,"
Roberts said.
Kentuckians now produce -36 speciality
vegetable crops, according to the department
After selecting a
market, farmers and
processors still face
some expensive
challenges.
Coolers that cost
about $100,000 may be
needed to remove field
heat to preserve shelf
life in vegetables. And
then there are washing,
grading and packaging
requirements. Roberts
said.
•

Got To Get Away?
Watch
VacationersiAtlas.

because Jim Lambert ...
had been very sick for
three days, vomiting in
very bad shape," Ms.
Hall testified.
"I was afraid he
would die, but more
than that I was afraid
someone he was involved with would die."
She testified that the
FBI paid her nearly
$2,000 and said it was for
expenses she incurred
in helping with the cape.
Lambert and Phillip
M. Block, nephew of
former Gov. Julian Carroll, face trial next week
on charges of conspiracy and distribution
of cocaine, methsqualone, and other
drugs. Prosecutors have
repeatedly said that
Brown was not involved
in the case.
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It's Cook-Out Time Again

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Stre
et

14 Pound Box
of 100% Pure

Phone
753-2571

Murray, Ky.

round Beef
Quarter Pound Patties
$
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rights, and on Jan. 22,
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American sailor still melts women's hearts with song
SOUTHAMPTON,
England (AP) — An
American sailor whose
"blond htthk" goodlooks and smooth singing here stole women's
hearts on the eve of the
D-Day invasion has
returned, wrinkled,
balding and still a heartthrob to fans of 40 years.
More than 1,000 people — many of them
gray-haired women —
filled the Guildhall with
deafening applause
when 70-year-old Bob
Organ hit emotional
highs with his old
favorites. "Charmaine," "Diane" and
"Let Me Call You
Sweetheart."
"I closed my eyes and
I was back 40 years ago
— the whole atmosphere
was there," said Audrey

Bartlett, who works in
the city's civic center
box office. "He was a
blond hunk of sailor. He
had a bit more hair
then, but I think if you
put Navy bell-bottoms
on him now, he'd look
just the same.".
It was a night of
memories and reunions
in this southeast
England port city, a key
staging point for the
Allied invasion of
France on June 6, 1944,
an operation that led to
the defeat of Nazi Germany and the end of
World War II.
The city of Southampton flew him here to fill
Guildhall one,more time
with thle sounds that
sweetened many hearts
who were pining for
husbands and

boyfriends fighting the
war. Organ, now a semiretired chemical
salesman, was tracked
down at his home in
Lodi, Calif., and asked
to do his part for Normandy anniversary
activities.
Indeed, it was Mrs.
Bartlett's vivid recollection of the "marvelous
American singing
sailor" that sparked the
hunt.
"When I found out
about this, I started
practicing because I
wanted to be great,"
said Organ. "I thought I
was good. On one or two
songs, I really thought I
was in command. I only
became great because
these are great people,"
he said as he signed
autographs for fans,

some men among the Okinawa on March 25, floor at the
Guildhall.
crowd of women.
1945.
"It's great to be in this
Organ became one of
Among his fans in the building and to show my
the favorite singers at audience were dozens of son where it all
began,"
dances for the troops in the more than 3.5 said Sheila
McClernan
the 1930s-style Guildhall million allied' troops
when he was stationed who passed through
•st the nearby Royal Vic- Southampton on their
toria Military Hospital. way to the Continental
He later went to the war fronts.
Three people were
Pacific on a
minesweeper and was
There was also a killed in a two-car acciburned over two-thirds Southampton -born dent and another man
of his body when his ship homemaker who met died in a collision betdrifted into some mines her late American sailor ween a car and a farm
and exploded off husband on the dance tractor.
State police said a
separate one-car accident in Hopkins County
Monday killed an Illinois man.
A Barbourville
woman and two North
Carolina children were
killed in a two-car accident in Knox County.

State accidents kill three

Navy proposes

burying engines
from nuke subs
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The Navy has concluded it would be best
to bury defueled nuclear
engine compartments
from retired submarines on
government-owned land
rather than scuttling the
entire submarines in
deep ocean, it announced Monday.

Real Thing and `La Cage'
dominate in Tony awards
categories, including considered the main
best director for Mike competition for "La
Cage," got only two
Nichols.
George Hearn won awards.
Three of the actors
best actor in a musical
for "La Cage." Jerry from "The Real Thing"
Herman, who wrote won their categories:
words and music, won Jeremy Irons, who finds
best score. Arthur real love with his second
Laurents won best wife, and Glenn Close,
director. Author Harvey the second wife, were
Fierstein won best book named best actor and
and Theoni V. Aldredge actress- in a play.
won best. costurrie Christine Baranski, the
first wife, won as best
design.
'Sunday in the Park featured actress in a
with George," the play.
Stephen Sondheim
Hoffman, star of
musical which had been
"Death of a Salesman,"
received a standing ovation when he appeared
For oil v-our T -ovel Reservations Coll
on stage to present the
best play award to
author Tom Stoppard
for "The Real Thing."
His revival of the Arthur Miller play was
nominated only in the
best reproduction
..ng
-Pvese,
category, which it won.
American and International Traveltime
Hoffman appeared
wearing a tuxedo and
his Willy Loman hat.

NEW YORK (AP) —
"La Cage aux tones"
and "The Real Thing"
dominated the 38th annual Tony awards for
'the best of the 1983-84
Broadway season, but
the biggest applause
went to a notable omission from the honor roll
— Dustin Hoffman.
''La Cage," about two
male lovers who run a
nightclub on the French
Riviera, won six Tonys,
including best musical
Sunday night. While
•'The Real Thing" .took
five Tonys in drama

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880

It made public a
more-than-2,000-page
final environmental impact ptatement which
chose land burial at
either of two Energy
Department plant sites,
Hanford, Wash., or the
Savannah River plant in
-South Carolina, as the
"preferred option" for
getting rid of the stillradioactive nuclear
engine sections of
retired submarines.
Officials said Navy
Secretary John Lehman
is expected to issue a
final order after a
30-day waiting period to
permit new challenges. •
An original Navy
plan, first consideredabout four years ago,
called for scuttling entire submarines, including their nuclear
engine compartments,
at least 2.5 miles deep in
the ocean far from the
U.S. coast. This was rejected by the Navy and

the Energy Department
study.
Also rejected was a
,third alternative, to
keep retired submarines in "protective
storage at a Navy inactive ship facility ... for
disposal on land or at
sea at a later time."
Even though the Navy
has said all along that it
had planned to remove
the nuclear fuel from
the submarine engines
before the ships were
disposed of, strong opposition has arisen to
scuttling the decommiss ion e d attack and
missile -firing submarines at sea because
of possible contamination by residual
radiation.
The Navy now has on
its hands nine decommissioned nuclearpowered submarines,
most of them Polaris
missile-firing boats.
Seven are at the Puget
Sound Naval Shipyard
in Bremerton, Wash. An
eighth, the Triton, is at
the Norfolk, Va., Naval
Shipyard. The ninth is
the pioneer nuclear submarine, the Nautilus,
which is at Mare Island,
Calif. The Nautilus is
due to-be towed to New
London, Conn., to
become a historic
monument.

-Ace is the place with
the Helpful Hardware Man-
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rural Bowling Greenman.
Warren County Deputy Coroner Kevin Kirby'
said the victim was Jimmy Mitchell Beck, 25. Kirby said the car and
the farm tractor, beins
driven by Beck,'
sideswiped, causing the
tractor to veer off the
road and,overturn.
Kirby said Beck was
pinned under the tractor
and died at the scene of
massive chest injuries.
Elmer Barnes, 63, of
Markham, ill., was killed in a one-car accident
Monday, in downtown
Earlington in Hopkins
County.
Police said Barnes'
car ran off'U.S. 41 and
overturned.

Police arrest escaped murderer
who became company manager
SAN FRANCISCO
(AP) — The manager of
a high-tech company,
described as "just your
average employee," has
been arrested as a
fugitive who escaped 12
years ago from the
prison wheze he was
serving a life term for a
mutilation murder,
authorities said.
Walter Lee' Parman,
who was on the FBI's
Ten Most Wanted' List,
was arrested Monday in
Sunnyvale, Calif.,
where he had been
working under the name
"Mike Noble" at the
Shugart Corp., according to U.S. Marshal
Glen E. Robinson. P a r rn a n , 5 1 , a
manager of shipping
and receiving, was
believed to be armed
and dangerous, but he
gave no- resistance and
was unarmed at the
time of arrest, Robinson

'Our New Location
At Whitnell & Glendale
Behind Big Johns.

DISCOUNT

Kentucky 225, about 2
miles south of
Barbourville.
Four people were
treated at Knox General
Hospital.
They were Ronald
Noe, 28, the driver of
one car; Diana Engle,
18, of Artemus, the
driver of the other car;
and Pat Miller, 18, and
5-month-old Tina Miller,
both of Rock Hill.
State police
spokesman Bill Riley
said several charges
were pending against
Ronald Noe in connection with the accident.

State police said the
victims were Lodessa
Engle, 59, of Barbourville, Shannon Noe, 6,
and Jeremy Noe, 4, both/ The collision of a car
of Rock Hill, N.C.
and farm tractor TuesThe head-on collision day on Kentucky 1320 in
occurred Monday on Warren County killed a
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New Prescriptions and Transferred Prescriptions
With This Coupons

"Turbo Heart"
Oscillating Sprinkler

of Palmyra, N.J. "All expected, only I felt
the girls went crazy more emotional now
over Bob ... I think he than I did then — I guess
was great tonight. nostalgia sets in after 40
Every bit as good as I years."

( 1015)
70662

The heart-shaped cam eliminates puddling, provides more uniform
coverage.Powerful,durable turbine water motor outlasts others 3-to-1. 16
spray openings & 59-position Water Saver Dial covers up to 2,550 sq. ft.

said.
He was arraigned
before U.S. Magistrate
F. Steele Langford, who
ordered him removed to
the District of Columbia
as soon as possible.
He escaped in 1972
-from Lorton Reformatory, a northern
Virgiana prison in the
Washington, D.C.
system, and had been
the object of an intensive search ever since,
Robinson said.
Parman, who once
claimed he and the State
Deparment employee
he was convicted of butchering were involved
in secret government
undercover work, was

THE

described Monday as a
"very good employee"
by an official of
Shugart. Parman had
worked at the company
since 1977.
After serving more
than six years of his
sentence for the 1965
murder, Parman — who
adamantly hall maintained his innocence —
vanished on the night of
Sept. 25, 1972, while he
was being escorted from
Lorton to George
Washington University.
He purportedly was to
address a group on the
subject of criminal
justice, but no group
was waiting on the campus to hear him.

ACES®

"It isn't that they can't
see the solution. It is that
they can't see the problem.- G.K. Chesterton.
South knew how best to
play today's trump suit but
he took the clubs for granted. Had he considered both
problems carefully, he
would have had a better
chance to make his game.
The defense took three
hearts and East shifted to
his diamond king. South won
his ace and started trumps
immediately, as many
would. First he led to
dummy's trump king. Then
came a winning finesse in
trumps to bring a smile. The
trump ace finished that job
and it was time for clubs.
That suit didn't split and the
smile became , a . frown.
South had no place to park
his losing diamond and the
game fell short by one.
South's success with the
trump suit solved only one
of his problems. To make
the game, South must also
guard against a 4-1 club
break. After winning his
diamond ace, South must
cross to dummy in clubs to
take a first-round trump
finesse. The trump ace
comes next, followed by the
ace of clubs. A third club is
led to dummy and a ruff of
a fourth club establishes
dummy's fifth club. Finally,
a trump to dummy's carefully preserved king draws
the last trump and allows
dummy the long club to be
cashed.
-What about the possibilities of a singleton trump
queen or a second-round

St
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•8 62
•A 6
•A 8 5

Vulnerable: Both
South. The bidding'

Dealer.

South
I.
34r
44r

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
24.
34r
Pass

Opening lead: Heart queen

W 0

club ruff? In that case, there
is no play for the game in
any event. No reason to
worry about something that
cannot be helped.
Bid
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with The Aces

South holds

6-5-B

•Q 109
V A43
*1(Q8
•J 1096

North
1*

South
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out

ANSWER: Two no-trump. A
slight fudge, but the two
extra 10-spots compensate
for the minimum in high
cards.
Send bndge questions to The Aces.
PO. Box 12361. Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply
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Black Entertainment Television
Coming Together

Joumalist Tanya Hart hosts this-interview show on politics,.
entertainment-and religion. Every SuridaY'
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.Cleaning house can require many extra hours
4.1

By BARBARA MAYER realistic standards portable
carrier. Start
AP Newsfeatures
would be based on the with an easy job; then her own home, Ms. Barn siding and brick
Guilfoyle made some painted white both take
,•01.
Cleaning house the limitations of our rives," do the harder
.oi;•„.
;
fr
,
jobs in the changes in her little maintena
nce and
way
mother
she
did
said.
takes
•
first half of the cleaning
about 25 hours a week,
"When standards are period instead of at the decorating scheme. She show few smudges, she
,
says there are many said. When using paint,
says Ann Guilfoyle. But too high, there is always end
when you are tired ways of minimiz
ing opt for a glossy enamel
most people today don't something more to be and have lost interest.
maintenance 'by selec- which is -easily washed
have 25 extra hours to done and you're rarely
If two people are ting easy care instead of a flat
paint
satisfied with what you cleaning at the same
• devote to the task.
decorative objects, col- which is not.
As a single working can actually ac- time, work
•
in separate ors and materials.
Another idea is to look
mother, the New York- complish," she added.
areas, she suggests.
For example, she for and obtain help from
based writer certainly
It takes ebme Work to a preswitched from white others. "Older persons
did not have the time to discipline to set up a determin
ed deadline, walls to a medium gray who may live nearby
*
spare.
As
a result, she system, but once the beginning and stopping
•
tone. "In New York, often need the money
and her child were, in framework is establish- promptly.
Give yourself gray is the same color which housework. could
her words, "living in ed you can relax and let a
reward at the end of as dirt," she noted. bring, but are too proud
chaos." She would many things drift. Fur- the job.
It might be wat- However, it is also a to ask for it," she said.
periodically binge on thermore, the pleasure ching
television, having neutral that takes on dif- By tactfully asking
house cleaning, but on a of a smoothly-running a friend
•
over, having a ferent - characteristics them, you -may- find an
day-to-day basis, the home is also an impor- special snack,
or listen- depending on the ac- 1 invaluable resource.
house was not in good tant motivation to keep ing to
music.
4'1
cessory colors used with
Young women tied at
order, she says.
the system in operation.
If you tend to dawdle, it and the quality and home with young
To make life more
The first step, says set a portable timer at amount of light in a children may benefit
comfortable, however, Ms.
Guilfoyle is expe- first to help you become room.
from the extra pair of
the 46-year-old New
dient
compromise. aware of how much time
Another way to hands, a friendly listenBATH —
Yorker decided to
"Decide what's impor- is passing.
camouflage dirt on ing ear and the now
0
BEDROOM
change her mode of tant to you
e,
BEDROOM
'Try cleaning to music. walls and eliminate or outmoded skills an older
"Aq-•
and attend to
operating — figuring out that. The
11.4"x11'4"
11.9"411'4:_
_
rest is The right kind can lift minimize wall-washing person may bring to the
what was essential to discretio
your spirits. Ms. chores is to select a house.
nary."
keep her household goGuilfoyle cleans to Rus- wallpaper with a busy
"How many people to—t
Based on interviews
ing and allowing the rest
sian gypsy music. Her pattern. If white or a day know how to mend
and
research
she
did for sister is partial to a
to slide. She says her efpastel color is the only andron?" she asked.
forts resulted in an her book, she says an disco beat.
,,ENTRY
EIKITCHE
r
N
way, then opt for rough
("Nome Free" is
cse
experie
nced profesorderly and comfortable
To make life easier in textures, if possible. published by Norton.
$' X10'
BBQ
.11coats
sional
house
cleaner
can
household. They also'
helped produce a book thoroughly surface on the subject which clean a typical threemay help others do the bedroom two-bath house
DINING - LIVING
in less than four hours,
same for themselves.
11'4"x31.4"+BAY
She wrote "Home provided the space is
Free, The No-Nonsense picked up in advance.
To work like a pro,
sl gl drs
Guide to House Care" to
help those who want a decide what you intend
By ANDY LANG
drywall seams ....that it minutes ..., and that it
tee
smooth -running to accomplish and in
'AP Newsfeatures
is
now available to do-it- 'can be used as a general
DECK
household with a what order the work will
yourselfers after having alipurpose cleaner to
1O'x3{'
minimum of attention. be done, then stick to the
THE PRODUCT — A been used by irofes- brighten and remove oxplan. "Amateurs tend to
lab3P__I
Subject's
covered inHA _
flexible,' all-purpose sionals for years ... that idation from aluminum.
clude establishing order do a bit more here and adhesive for use around either side of the screen brass, copper,
chrome
and priorities And there as they go along the house and can be used ... that it and galvan
THIS VACATION HOME IS FULLY-SCALED for comfort, convenized
and
drift
back
and
forth
ience and livability the year round. Every major room has a ceiling
preventive measures
resists clogging and surfaces. ' —
automobile.
slope up to the center point. There are two bedrooms. Plan H A 1263P
that forestall the spread from job to job. This
Manufacturer's claim loading ... and that,
( The adhesive is
slows you down and
has 980 square feet. For more information write — enclosing a
of soil.
= That this adhesive is when fine compound manufactured by Constamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect Roger Panek, 48 W.
According to Ms. prevents you from ac- equally effective on dust accumulates, the sumer Products Divi48th St.. New York. N.Y. 10036.
Guilfoyle the major pit- complishing tile day's porous and non-porous sanding screen can be sion, Borden Inc. 180
fall generally is that goals."
surfaces, including rinsed clean, shaken to East Broad St.. Columstandards are simply
Some tips for wood, china, ceramics, remove excess moisture bus, OH 43215; the
too high. "Many of us streamlining the job in- canvas, leather, vinyl, and put back to work.
abrasive screen by
THE PRODUCT — A Hous,ehold Products
still carry around the clude assembling sup- metals, glass, rubber,
outdated mores that plies ahead of time. plastic laminate and cleaner to remove rust Division, 3M Center, St.
drove our mothers or Keep small tools and concrete ... that it has a and other corrosion Paul, MN 55144; and the
sound is muffled in the Celotex Corp., P.O. Box grandm6thers ... More cleaning supplies In a strong initial "wettack" stains from concrete, cleaner by Savogram
By ANDY LANG
area where it is produc- 22602, Tampa, FL 33622.
which allows a grout, ceramic tiles and Co.. P. 0. Box 130, NorAP Newsfeatures
ed. I thought your
20-minute period in metal surfaces.
wood, MA 02062.)
Q. — How can I get the
Q. — I have to work on readers might be in- spatter finish I see
Manufacturer's claim
which bonded materials
(Do-it-yourselfers will
on
an oldwiece of furniture terested .in my ex- some painted
can be realigned ... that — That this cleaner can find much valuable inwalls?
soon and want to avoid perience. At night, you
it dries clear and col- also be used to bleach formation in Andy
A. — Hold a wooden
some trouble I had with could hear. coughing or stick in one
orless, resists snap, and remove rust stains Lang's handbook
hand about 6
a similar project a few even snoring from our inches
break or shatter, even from wood ... that the "Practical Home
Blend Colors
Time change. So do
from the wall.
years ago. There are a neighbors who shared a Dip a paint brush
on
impact ... that it can solution is applied, Repairs," which can be
in the people, fashions and
Available in a specfew places where nail common wall. We had a paint, preferabl
y black, tastes. That's why trum of attractive col- be used indoors and out- scrubbed thoroughly obtained by sending
holes and cracks must carpenter put up book and tap the handle
of the designer clothes, new ors, three-dimensional doors because it con- with a stiff brush and $1.50 to this newspaper
be filled with a patching shelves on the entire brush against
the stick. cars and garage sales asphalt shingles can be tracts and expands with rinsed completely with at Box 5, Teaneck, NJ
material. Since I plan to wall. We filled it with all Of course,
this is done are so popular. It used to blend or contrast changes in temperature water in from two to five 07666. t
stain the wood after the our books and even after
the wall has been doesn't mean that the with other exterior-color ... that it will not bond to
old finish has been bought some from a us- painted
the color you items they replace are elements of a home. the skin and is easy to
removed, how can I also ed book store. The result want. There
is a little
Among the more clean up ... and that it is
stain the patches? The was fantastic. The room knack to this to create worn out; all it means is
popular shades are water resistant, heat
that people grow tired of
last time I did it, the pat- actually seems sound- the right effect,
so bethandsome earthtone resistant and cold
them and are looking for
ches did not properly proof now and we have a ter practice it first
on
colors of brown and resistant.
the latest in style,
take the stain, and I delightful library - some scrap wood
THE PRODUCT — An
or
beige that help set a
made a mess of it.
bedroom combination.
abrasive
screen for
newspaper.
design and more home apart from others
A. — You can buy
A. — Thanks.
smoothing drywall
(Kinds of paint, sur- durable performance.
in the neighborhood.
wood patching
Q. — I am handy with face preparation,
In addition to improv- seams.
materials that can be most things and would brushes and
Manufacturer's claim
One place to find it ed appearane, a roof's
rollers are
stained along with the like to try putting a new among the
subjects that more and more color can be used to — That it can be used
rest of the wood. Not all roof on an old house I discussed in
Andy homeowners are create a variety of wet or dry ... that it pro200E Mom
t".
do, however, so you will just bought. I intend to Lang's booklet, "Paint discovering is on the
visual effects. A white ducet even, smooth surhave to ask the dealer use fiber glass asphalt Your House Inside
and roof, says the Asphalt roof on a contemporary faces on compounded
for the right kind. Some shingles and, in fact, Out," which
can be obhome, for instance, can
stores may not carry have already picked out tained by
sending 50 Roofing Manufacturers establish an atmosphere
more than one kind of the kind I want. Ia there cents and
Association. A new
a long,
of airiness or give a low
generation of asphalt
wood filler. If the one someplace I can get a stamped,self-addr
ranch house a taller apessed
shingles, including fiber
you patronize is of this step-by-step guide on envelope to Know-Ho
w,
pearance., A dark colglass -based and
type, shop around for a how to install the P. O. Box 477,
Hunored roof, on the other
store which has a pat- shingles?
tington, NY 11743. Ques- organic-based shingles, hand, helps make an
ching material which
A. — You should be tions of general interest offers distinctive ap- unusally tall
or steepcan be stained.
able to get such a guide will be answered in the pearance, durability roofed
house seem less
Q. — I was interested from the place where column.)
and low maintenance.
towering.
in your answbr to a you purchase the
•
reader about the dif- shingles. In the event
ficulty of keeping sound you can't, write to Roofout of a room unless the ing Products Division,
r.
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New products introduced
with variety of usage claims

Wood patching materials can be
stained along with the wood itself
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The latest in styles leads to
the purchase of newer items
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Soviet Union boycott
declared failure'
by Olympic official

National League roundup

Strawberry breaks out of slump

LOS ANGELES ( AP ) — After 142 countries
confirmed their participation in the Sumner
Olympics, the chief organizer for the Games
'called the soviet Union's boycott a "clear
failure."
At a news conference Monday, Peter V. Ueberroth, president of the Los Angeles Olympic
Organizing Committee, announced a record 142
countries had confirmed their intention to participate. leaving the number of boycotting countries. led by the Soviet Union, at 14.
He said the fact that the Soviet Union managed
to persuade only 13 countries to join its boycott
makes it look •'a bit isolated" and added that
"the only losers will be the athletes who aren't
here."
- •
The (boycott A) Sileet'SSia

to hurt athlete..
Othersie it Isas a clear failure.L eberroth
abi/ifl

The boycotting nations are, in addition to the
Soviet Union. East Germany, Poland. Cuba.
Bulgaria. Flungary, CzeclioslOvakia, Laos,North
Korea, South Yemen, Mongolia, Ethiopia,
Afghanistan and Vietnam.
' Iran and Albania also are not attending but
have not announced that they are part of the
Soviet-led boycott.
"The boycott has a singular success — its success was its ability to hurt athletes," Ueberroth
said. "Otherwise it was a clear failure."
With the passing of the June 2 entry deadline,
Ueberroth the issue of participation "is- now a
closed door."
.
If-all 142 nations compete, it would better by 20
_c_fountrias the previous record. There are 158
countries with IOC-recognized national Olympici
Committees.
/
Ueberroth said that the committee's attention
will shift to African countries'which are • under,
pressure from the Soviet Union to join its
boycott.
He added that the committee will "do our best
to thwart that effort by the Soviet Union."
Ueberroth' concern is in response to possible
problems which could arise becaiise of the
presence at the Games of 18-year-old Zola Budd,
a South African-born woman distance runner
who recently was granted British -citizenship.
South Africa is barred from the Olympics and
• most other international competition betause of
its racial policies.
However, all Afiican-sports official said Monday that there will be no boycott because of
Budd's- incluslorrotr-the--Bi itish
'
team-. -Amadna
Lamine Ba, secretary-general of the Supreme
Council for Sport in Africa said in Yaounde,
Cameroon. that hiS organization does not plan to
duplicate its boycott of the 1976 Games in
Montreal.
•

WM.

MONROE V.I.P.
SHOCK SALE

$7.95

Each

D&W Auto
Supply
512 S. 12th Murray
753-4563

SLUMP BUSTER — New York's Darryl
Strawberry. last year's National League
Rookie of the Year, broke out of a recent hitting
slump by clubbing his first homer since April 28
and going 3-for-3 with three RBI.

By JOHN NELSON
The loser: Fernando Valenzuela, 5-6.
AP Sports Writer
Cardinals 4, Phillies 3
Darryl Strawberry hadn't hit a home run in
Ken Oberkfell drove in the Carolina's' winning
more than a month and, what was even more
run in the second straight game,-snapping a 3-3
• troubling, he'd seen his batting average plumtie in the 11th inning with a single off Al Holland,
met mor.e than 60 points.
4-3.
':I've been frustrated with myself more than
Bruce Sutter, 2-3. pitched three scoreless innanything," said Strawberry, the New York Mets'
ings for the victory.
National League Rookie of the Year in 1983.
Padres 3, Astros 0
Monday night, Strawberry broke out of the
Ed Whitson and Dave Dravecky combined on a
slump with three hits in three at-bats, his first
four-hitter:striking out six Astros apiece, as San
homer since April 28, three RBI and two runs in • Diego extended its winning streak to four games,
the'Mets' 4-2 victory at Pittsburgh.
matching its longest of the season: Whitson gave
The three hits brought his batting average up
up three of the• Houston hits in 6 1-3 inings.
to .294. A month ago, he was hitting .362.
Dravecky came on with runners at second and
Strawberry now has six homers.
third and struck out Jose Cruz and Jerry MumThe Mets, who had lost three in a row, also got
phrey to get out of the jam.
three innings of scoreless relief help from their •- Steve Garvey-had four -hits, -extending hig-hitbullpen combo -of Doug Sisk and Jesse Orosco.
ting streak to 11 games.
Sisk came in for Ron Darling, 4-3.
In the rest of the National League, Cincinnati
Braves 2, Giant4 1
beat Los Angeles 3-1, St. Louis edged
Bruce Benedict scored one run and drove in
Philadelphia 4-3 in 11 innings, San Diego shut out
the other, backing Rick Mahler to his fourth
Houston 3-0 and Atlanta beat San Francisco 2-1.
straight victory in helping Atlanta to its sixth in a
Reds 3, Dodgers 1
TOW.
Three Cincinnati pitchers — starter Frank
Mahler, 4-1, pitched 8 2-3 innings, scattering
Pastore, Tom Hume and Bob Owchinko —
seven hits. He lost his shutout bid with one out in
limited Los Angeles to three hits, and Dave
the eighth when Chili Davis homered. Steve
Parker's eighth-inning single broke a 1-1 tie as
Bedrosian got the final out for the Braves to earn
the Reds ended a five-game losing streak. The
his eighth save.
loss was the third straight for the Dodgers.
Mark Davis, 2-6, worked eight innings and
Pastore, 3-4, yielded all three Los Angeles hits
gave up only five hits for the Giants, who have
in 7 2-3 innings.
lost four in a row.
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Dramatic Bergman homer in 10th lifts Tigers over Blue Jays
By KEN RAPPOPORT ,
AP Sports Writer
After fouling off eight
pitches. Dave Bergman
finally straightened one
out — and it went
straight into the upper
right field stands at
Tiger Stadium.
"I was scuffling a little bit, but this team battles, that's why I'm so
proud to play over
here," Bergman said
after his three-run
homer with two out in
the 10th inning gave the
Detroit Tigers a
dramatic 6-3 victory
over the Toronto Blue
Jays.
The victory in the
opener of an important
four-game series improved the Tigers' major league-leading
record to 39-11 and increased their lead over
the second-place Blue
Jays to 51,4 games in the
American League East.
In other AL action, it
was Oakland 7,
Cleveland 3; Baltimore
6, Milwaukee 2; Minnesota 6, Texas 2; New
York 8, Boston 3;
Chicago 6, California 4,
and Seattle 7, Kansas
City 1.
Bergman's blast
made a' winner of
Aurelio Lopez, 5-0, the
third Tiger pitcher, and

capped a game of long
ball.
A solo hOmer by Willie
Upshaw hi the second
Inning and a two-run
shot by George Bell in
the sixth had given the
Blue Jays a 3-0 lead. But
the Tigers came back to
tie it on Howard
Johnson's three-run
shot in the seventh.
Jimmy Key, 2-3, took
the loss.
A's 7,Indians 3
•
Bruce Bochte doubled
and homered and
Carney Lansford rapped three singles to.
spark Oakland over
Cleveland.
Winner Bill Krueger,
4-1, gave up six hits over
the first seven innings
before Mike Warren and
Bill Caudill finished,
with the latter notching
his 12th save.
Neal Heaton, 3-5,
yielded aix runs in 3 2-3
innings to notch the loss,
the Indians' fifth
straight and 10th in their
last 11 games.
Orioles 6, Brewers 2
Cal Ripken Jr. and
Eddie Murray hit consecutive home runs in
the second inning and
Mike Boddicker pitched
a four -hitter as
Baltimore stopped
Milwaukee.
Boddicker, 7-4, won

for the seventh time in
his last eight starts. At
one point, he retired 18
batters in a row.
Yankees8,Red Sox 3
Don Baylor smashed
the first inside-the-park
homer of his 13 yearcareer and broke a 3-3
tie in the seventh inning
with a two-run single as
New York defeated
Boston, snapping a fivegame winning streak for
the Red Sox.
Baylor socked his tiebreaking single in off

reliever Steve Crawford
after the Yankees loaded the bases off loser
Bob Ojeda; 5-5. Dave
Winfield then extended
his consecutive-game
hitting streak to 12 with
a two-run triple.
Ron Guidry, 4-4, completed his fourth-of 13th
starts, allowing.10 hits
while walking none and
striking out a seasonhigh 10 batters.
White Sox 6, Angels 4
Rudy Law rapped
three hits, including a

LITTLE LEAGUE
A surprise victory by Druthers over 1890's
Monday night paves the way for either D&W
Auto Parts or Hutson Chemical to take sole command of the Little League standings tonight.
D&W (6-2) and Hutson 16-2), who play each
other tonight, became,the frontrunners Monday
when Druthers won its second game of the year,
an 8-6 triumph.
David Potts pitched his first complete game of
the year and hurled a three-hitter. One of 1890's
three hits was a double by Bill Fandrich. Craig
Schwettman singled twice and tripled once and
Michael Boyd doubled once to pace the Druthers'
sluggers as the victors carved a 4-0 lead and
managed to hold off 1890's rally.
The League had been in the throes of a thr4eway tie for first until 1890's dropped to 6-3.
In the other Monday Little League contest,

At
1983
Sale
Prices

A.P.R.

Twins 6, Rangers 2
John Butcher allowed
eight hits over 6 2-3 innings and Randy Bush
slugged a three-run'
homer as Minnesota
defeated Texas.

a

fi

Bruce Thurmond threw a five-hit shutout to
guide Pagliai's past FOP. 6-0.
Scott Lyons backed Thurmond with his third
home run of the year and Darren Foster added a
double for the winners. Chris Dill and Clint Hutson each doubled once off Thurmond.
JR BABE RUTH
Lions Club and Hawaiian Tropics were tbe victors in Monday's Junior Babe Ruth action lions
defeated Kiwanis Club, 6-4, and Tropics throttled
Taco Johns, 12-7.
Cary Alexander pitched the Lions' win. Mike
Garland and Charles Hampton each had a double
for Lions while Bob • Kemp and James Payne
doubled once each for Kiwanis.
Lions scored three runs in-the first inning and
took a 6-3 lead in the bottom of the second that
was never reversed.
Tropics backed a five-hitter by Mark Miller
with triples by Rodney Skinner and -Johnny
Ahart and a double by Tony Robinson. Taco
Johns responded with doubles by Eric Grogan,
Chip Adkins and Ronald Nelson.
_PARK LEAGUE
Darrell Ramsey and Wesley Cogdell both had
home runs Monday night, but Ramsey's homer
carried the clout as Murray -Auto Parts—beat
Cogdell's Footprints-teammates, 8-2.
Ramsey added a double as did Ricky Boyle
and T.J..Myhill for the MAP effort.
In the second game, Wildcats out-lasted Key
Auto Parts, 13-10.
Joshua Hahn was th4 top slugger of the afternoon as he ripped two inside-the-park homers
and Wesley Latimer added a triple and a double
for Wildcats. Amy Alexander had three singles
and Charlie Harrell added two hits for, the
winners.
For Key, Toby Kimbro, Regina Ghan and
Robert Weatherly all had a double and a single in -the losing cause.
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Enjoy the benefits of Case
exclusive hydraulic drive — buy
your Case tractor now during
our Fall Sale and get all you
• can get in tractor performance.

Conversions
Will do full or partial van or truck
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Radio -Shack Has It Alt—.Prom Low-Cost Pocket Computers
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Call
Steve Moore
' 753-8107

"

1202% Johnson Blvd.
Murray

Enjoy Total Support from the World's Largest Computer Retailer
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Easy to Operate...
Easy to own

•Uses An TRS-80 Model 111/4 Software
•Add Our'Optional CPIM Plus Operating
System to Use Thousands of Programs
•64K Internal Memory—Expands to 128K
•Two Built-in 184K Floppy Disk Drives
▪ Communications and Printer Interfaces
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shoddy Kansas City
defense to whip the
'Royals.
Langston, 3-4, gave up
a home run in the first
inning to George Brett,
who tied a club record
with his fourth homer in
four games.

ota

Commercial Lease Available
for Only $55 Per Month
(Plus Applicable Use/Sales Tax)

CHECK TOUR PHONE ROOK FOR THE PARTICIPATING Sidle AIN* ST(IRE. COMPUTER CENTER OR DEALER NEAREST YOU

two-run homer, and Ron
Kittle hit a solo homer to
lead Chicago over
California.
Rod Carew had a pair
of singles for the Angels,
giving him 2,881 hits for
his career and placing
him ahead of Frankie
Frisch in 24th place on
the all-time list.
Mariners 7, Royals 1
Mark Langston pitched a five-hitter for his
first victory in more
than a month and Seattle took advantage of a

F

Local Summer League Baseball

Save $400
1oo
59999 :Zoo
A powerful spreadsheet analysis program for
budgeting,P&L projections, sales forecasts, engineering calculations and more. Reg. $199.00.
926-1520, Sew $99.00
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French Open Tennis Tournament

TUESDAY, JUNE 5, 1984

SCOREBOARD

Purcell •
eliminated
from mixed
doubles
Murray's Mel Purcell and mixed doubles
teammate Paula Smith, also from the United
States, were ousted from the French Open in
second round play Monday, 6-4, 6-2, by Iwona
Kuczynska of the U.S. and Wojtek Fibak of
Poland

"When I started out, I Czechoslovakia,
was hoping to get past American Jimmy Conthe first round. nors and Spain'a- Andres
Reaching the quarters Gomez -, seeded sehasn't quite sunk in," cond, third and seventh,
she said.
respectively - all
On Monday, John managed to get past
McEnroe won a little, their fourth-round foes
and so did the Monday before
photographers. But the thunderclouds rolled
big losers were the fans over Paris' Roland Garas most matches were ros stadium and the
rained out for a second ground crews rolled the
day.
tarp over the soft red
Ivan Lendl of clay.

But the rains halted or
prevented play
altogether in scheduled
matches, including a
battle between two clay
court specialists, 13thseeded Juan Aguilera of
Spain and No. 4 Mats
Wllander of Sweden, the
1982 French Open
winner.
The top -seeded
woman, 'Martina
Navratilova, who is
seeking her fourth consecutive title in a Grand
Slam tournament, also
had her game washed
out. But she was back on
court today to battle No.
8 Kathy Horvath in a
quarterfinal match.
Last year, Horvath
upset Navratllova here
in the fourth round - Navratilova's only
defeat of 1983.
Also today, tournament favorite McEnroe
took on fifth-seeded
Jimmy Arias,
America's top clay
courter, in the men's
quarterfinals.
But probably the most
interesting confrontation of Monday took
place off the court, and

the main instigator was
not even present.
AUTO
McEnroe, who has
LAUNDRY
complained bitterly all
tournament long about
Ti,,- Pro
noise from
Open Mon. thru Thurs.
Open Fri. & Sat
Closed
photographers in the
8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
•
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sunday
"pits" behind the
courts, managed, for a
time, to convince tournament organizers to
have those areas closed
down.
Atlanta 2, San Francisco 1
AMERICAN LEAGUE
McEnroe, who did not
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Only games scheduled
EAST DIVISION
EAST
DIVISION
play Monday, had said
Tuesday's Games
W
L Pct. GB
W
L
Pd. GB
New York (Terrell 3-50 at PittDetroit
89 11
the whirring noise of the
790 Chicago
29 21
580 sburgh
'DeLeon
3.2). (no
Toronto
34 17
667 5%
Philadelphia 28
22
560 1
mbtor-driven shutters
Chicago Rainey 3-4.. at Montreal
Baltimore
$1
22
585 9%
New York
24
23
511
3%
(Smith 5-4 1. in ;
was playing havoc with
Boston
24 27 .471 14%
St Louis
27
28
491
4%
Philadelphia (Hudson 6-3) at St.
Milwaukee
22 28 .440 17 . Montreal
his concentration on
25
26
490 • 4% 'Louis 'Forsch 1-4). In)
New York
22 29
431 17%
Pittsburgh
21
28
429 7%
Houston (Madden 1.1) at San
serves.
Cleveland
17 92
347 21%
WEST DIVISION
Diego (Hawkins 3-21. iro
WEST DPOSiON
Atlanta
The photographers,
31
23
574
CincinnaU
(Russell 2-5) at Los
California
29 26
527 Ban Diego
29 22
569
Angeles (Pena 5-21, 4n)
many of whom angrily
Seattle
27 27
500 1%
Los Angeles
29 26
527
Atlanta (McMurtry 441 at an
25
Chicago
27
481 2%
threatened to boycott
Clncinruiti
77 27
sop
Francisco (Krukow 3-51. In) .
Minnesota
213 28
472 3
Houston
22 30
423 8
the rest of the tournaWednesday's Games
M
Mil Mk
San Francisco 17 36
340 - 12-AtlanUi it San Francisco
Kanaas City
23 27
440 3%
ment if McEnroe had
Monday's GarneS
-New York at Pittsburgh. in,
few
30 83
377 8
New York 4, Pittsburgh 2
his way, demanded and
Chicago at Montreal. in)
Mondry's Games
Cincinnati 3. Los Angeles 1
Philadelphia at St Louis, in
got an emergency
Oakland 7. Cleveland 9
St Louis 4, Philadelphia 3
Houston at San Diego. in
Detroit 6, Toronto 3. 10 Innings
San Diego 3. Houston 0
meeting with tournaCincinnati at Los Angeles. n
Baltimore 6. Milwaukee 2
ment director Christian
Minnesota 6, Texas 2
New York 8, Boston 3
Duxin.
Chicago 6. California 4
"Does McEnroe think
Seattle 7. Kansas City 1
Tuesday's Gooses
he's God or something,"
College World Sertes
Wednesday, June 6
Oakland IMcCatty 3-41 at
one angry photographer
Game - Miami. 48.27. vs Cal
At A Glance
Cleveland (Farr 0-3).In)
(Double elimination)
St .Fullerton. 63-19
Toronto (Alexander 54) at
shouted during the
At Omaha. Neb.
Detroit (Abbott 2-si.(n)
_ • Game_10 --New Orleans. 46-25.
meeting while rain convs
Milwaukee (Cocanower 4-5) at
Game 8 loser
Tuesday. June 5
tinued to delay play.
Baltimore (Swaggerty 1-0). (01
Thursday. June 7'
Game 8 - Arizona St 54-18, vs
Boston (Nipper 0-11 at New York
Game 11 - Texas. 59.12 vs
In the end, both sides
Oklahoma St , 59-13
Game 8 winner
Rawley 1-31. (n)
gave a little.
California (Zarin 54) at Chicago
(Burns 2-41,(01
The pits, located
Seattle (Vande Berg 2-31 at Kart
about a dozen feet
aas City (Gubicsa 2-81. In
Texas
(Hough 441 at Minnesota
NBA Playoff Glance
behind the baselines on
Angeles leads series 2-1
(Hodge 2-1),(n)
CHAMPIONSHIP
Wednesday, June 6
Center Court and Court
Wednesday's Games
(Best of seven)
Boston at Lou Angeles
Oakland at Cleveland. In)
No. 1, Will remain open.
Boston vs. Los Angeles
Toronto at Detroit. In)
Froday. June 8
Sunday. May 27
But the photographers
Milwaukee at Baltimore,(n)
Los Angeles at Boston
Los Angeles 115, Boston 109
the *Major League • agreed not to shoot
Boston at New York,(n)
Sunday. June 10
Thursday. Ma"31
California at Chicago,(n)
Boston at Los Angeles
Boston 124. Los Angeles 121 crr
Baseball draft.
while the temperamen:
Seattle at Kansas City,(n)
Tuesday, June 12
Sunday. June 3
tal American Was
Texas at Minnesota,(n)
LOS 4...1.4 1417 Rn41.... 104
Los Angeles at Boston
According. to Moses, serving.
MSU has two prospects • --The few hours of play
with a shot at being that did take place were
drafted - junior left- enough for Connors,
Untied States Football League
WESTERN CONFERENCE
handed pitcher Don hoping to win this tourEASTERN CONFERENCE
Central
•
Houston
Atlantic
5
667 514 523
Neufelder and senior nament for the first
Michigan
W L T Pd PF PA
s
7 o
533 333 321
outfielder Gary Blaine. time and end a 37-year
x.Philadelphia
Oklahoma
14
1 0
933 417 IS2
6 9 41
400 217 3105
Chicago
New Jersey
5 10 I
11
4 0
733 356 274
333 310 372
drought for American
San Antonio
Pittsburgh
3 12 0
5 10 11
200 245 311
333 239 293
men, to beat Spain's
Washington
2 13 1.1
Paola
133 221 402
I ienver
*
7
0
Emilio Sanchez 6-4, 6-1,
533 310
Los Angeles
Southern
533 2.7
6-1.
Arizona
s
-Birminghm
800 464 253
407
x.
12 3 0
• Lendl had surprisingOakland
ow,
6 9
4 0
x-Tampa Bay
It
733 418- 298
x-rlinched playoff berth
8 7 0
New Orleans
533 293 324
ly little trouble downing
Monday's Game
7 is 0
Memphis
467 273 341
the University of Sweden's Anders JarPhiladelphia 23 Pittsburgh 17
JacksonVille
267 267 391
0
4
11
Maine, one of the 30 ryd, seeded 11th, 6-4,6-0,
members of the U.S. 6 -4 , and Gomez
Olympic team as the outlasted Jan Gunsecond selection and narsson of Sweden 6-3,
the Chicago Cubs 6-1, 6-3
followed by taking
Drew Hall, a leftiNFREE* $5000" BOND FREE*
$5000" BOND FREE* $5000"ip
handed pitcher, from
Morehead State.
0

Major League Baseball

College VI orld Serie.s

NBA Playoffs

Morehead pitcher drafted No.3 by Cubs
ty
he
up
rst
tt,
1rd
in

ed

ish
un'
ita

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP)- Morehead State
pitcher Drew Hall, who
set two school _records,
was chosen by the
Chicago Cubs in the first
round ol baseball's freeagent amateur draft.
The 21-year-old lefthander has a career
record of 15-6, a 3.39
ERA and 202 strikeouts,
the Cubs said Monday.
Hall, a 6-foot-4,
200-pounder who also
kats left, se,t school,
records With his'ERA
• and strikeouts.
At college, Hall, of
Rush, played in 29
games, starting 23 and
finishing nine.
In 156 1-3 innings, Hall
.gave up 120 hits,86 runs,
.59 of them earned, and
110 walks.

This year, Hall posted 22 batters, the Cubs
a 9-1 record, with a 2.18 said.
ERA'. Hall gave up 56
EDITOR'S NOTE hits, 28 runs, 17 of them According to Murray.
earned, 37 walks and State Sports Informs.struck out 103.
.tion Director Lee
Moses,no
In a summer league Thoroughbred tbaseball
game in Virginia on players were selected in
Sunday, Hall struck out opening day activities of

United Stales Football -League

No.1 draft by New York Mets must decide
between baseball and Georgia grid career
NOW YORK (AP) The New York Mets
selected Shawn Abner,
a 17-year-old outfielder
from Mechanicsburg
(Pa.) High School, as
the first selection in the
regular phase of
baseball's free agent
amateur draft.

Abner, a 6-foot-1,
190-pounder, is currently batting .580, and has
signed a letter of intent
to play quarterback at
Georgia.
The Seattle.Mariners
chose right-handed pitcher Billy Swift from

0
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FREE $500000 BOND
During The Month

Of June, After You Purchase A
New Chevrolet Car Of Truck From Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, We Will Give You A '5000" Municipal Bond.

.1114[1.ABF 5'n 9,

TRU:TEST
/PAINTS/

12 Days
to Save!

Atellatae

Anniversary

hit Days

HARDWARE STORES
FACT01313333-1011111M1161111.
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House

Beautiful, velvety-flat finish adds.touch of elegance to interior
wane Petted for the living room or dining room So thick and
creamy. Sat-N-Rue usually covers in a single coat, without drips
and lep marks Dries to a washable surface

Our very best acrylic Isles house paints, and once
you use them you'll see whirl Choose from three fin
ishes for beautiful protection from fading cracking
and peeling less frequent repainting

-------••••••.........--

Flat finish is available in 26 colors, black, white
custom colors. satin and gloss finishes available
in black, while & custom colors
SHP/HPX
Giese Fieisb. Not shown GHP
12.18 gar,

Pay
PkWre
.•

Clear .
,'ond Preset-lame
and Sealer

exterior
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•w 13"11,300
1.11 01,110.11
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This
Bond
a•••
Can Be
Received
After The
-t
.••••• I
vice"
Purchase
•-0
Of Any New
Missouri Housing Development ComChevrolet Car,
mission Zero Coupon Bonds Available
Housing Development Revenue Series
Truck, Van.
1984 AA Rated Missouri Housing
Such As Caprice,
Development Commission is soley
responsible for the marketability and
Impala,
credit worthiness of the above mentioned bonds. Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Monte Carlo,
makes no respresentation as to their
Celebrity, Comoro, Citation, Cavalier, credit worthiness on marketabilty.
Chevettes, Corvettes, Pick-ups,(2 or
4 Wheel), S-10's(2 or 4 wheel), Vans,
a
klaiOs (S.1.0,Ar full size), El Camtnos
it•MP:=1::.11::17.74-„";E:ing, ••••
StsbUrbans.
Salary Li The (114
5.d.,,,tlen
tstion or TA* Missouri
1.
.
•;
.
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-Custom
Woes Riga*

WeatherA11 11 Exterior Latex House Paints

Latex
kdwood
t.,„
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....."
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.
•
.

*This Must Be
On A New Car
Or Truck That
Is Sold &
Delivered In
June From
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet.
The
$5000" Bond
Is Federally
ii
Tax Free
Em
And
JP"
Can Not
Be Applied
Toward The
Purchase
•
ar"
Price
Of The
II
Vehicle.
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Flat Finish

fall,1
1b.4 1
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0

Sat-N-Hue"
Latex Flat Wall Finish

New

,.••• o."'"

-enaM Flat Mitt

satin AC
•
Satin Finish

951

Paint
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Mandlikova becomes first to reach semifinals
PARIS (AP) - Hana
Mandlikova became the
first player to reach the
semifinals of the French
.Open tennis championships with a 6-1, 6-4 victory today over 16-yearold American amateur
Melissa Brown.
Mandlikova, who won
the championship in
1981, trailed 2-3 in the second set when play was
abandoned Monday
because of rain.
But she took only 20
mirtutes to wrap up the
victory when the match
resumed, breaking
Brown for a 5-4 lead and
then holding serve.
"I didn't even know
who she was. But if she
reached this stage, she
can't be bad," the
22 -year-old
Czechoslovakian said
afterward.
"I tried to seek out her
weaknesses. She isn't
too flexible and she has
to work on her serve."
-Brown- , from
Scarsdale, N.Y., said
she enjoyed the experience of her first
Grand Slam
tournament.
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Economical protection wont
lude the testate of rough tut
gift" For shingles fences pan
eling and cabinets
I RW

Woodsman • Sled
Calor Wu Stain

Mirror smooth finish for wells
and woodwork resists grease
soiling and steam Soper scrub
bible WOKS when dry
I

Combrnet the Moldy of a flat
flonh with the scrubbability of
a gloss Ideal for hightreffic
sr eastind woodwork
El

Wesdasemaa'
Cur Weed Soder

Useindoors end out for a solid
coat of color that won t hide the
texture of rough cut wood Dries
to a ran flat finish
IS

Oil based seller slid preservative protects wood from mildew
Waterproofs bare wood shows
CW-C
natural *tethering
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More Kentucky students enroll in college-prep courses

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A recent study
shows that Kentucky
high school students are
enrolling in more college preparatory
classes, and officials
believe that's because of
the, state's stiffened
graduation requirements and college

admisaiorui.
courses jumped 88.5
The study by the state percent.
Council on Higher
"Such a quick
Education showed 11 response to an
percent more high academic emphasis that
school students took received statewide atbasic algebra and tention little more than
foreign language a year ago gives us all
courses during the past cause for optimism,"
school year. Enrollment said Harry Snyder, exin world civilizatiOn ecutive director' of the

CHE
State officials believe
the reason is the tougher
high school requirements and new
standards for automatic
admission to the state's
universities.
. The past year's high
school freshman class is
the first required to

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Male sheep
4 Malice
9 Spigot
12 Japanese
sash
13 Shooting star
14 High card
15 Light 4tpong
wood
17 Popular
comic strip
19 Sicilian
volcano
21 Vessel's
Curved
planking
22 Bounds
25 Eagle's nest
29 As far as
30 Harvests
32 Bopped
33 Goat
35 Food
programs
37 Marry
38 Eat away
40 Water nymph
42 Born
..43 Sharpen
45 Recounted
47 Alcoholic
beverage
49 Identical
50 Babies s
beds
54 Whips
57 Brickcarrying
device
58 Pilfer
60 Chart
61 Artificial
language
62 Weird
63 Qrafty
DOWN
1 Steal from
2 Arabian
garment

3 Distance
runner-4 Perused
5 River in Italy
6 Demon
7 Golf mounds
8 Babylonian
hero
9 Greek letter
10 Perform
11 Footlike part
1.6 Mix
18 No in
Russia
20 Once more
22 Antlered
animals
23 Tip
24 Lance
26 Quarrel
27 Goddess of
peace
28 Finished
31 Pigpens
34 Deface
36 Marketable
39 Promise

knswer to PretiousPoulg
TAP
-IE P 0
CAP,
E
ONE
T READ
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M
MATTE
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MIST
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A
'AN
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3
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11.
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4A
SENRIA
DUN
N.
RIP
TEASE
AGE
41 Titirof
respect
.44 Throb
46 Athletic
groups
48 Apportion
50 Greek letter
51 Land
measure

Snap Shot
Photo
1 HOUR PHOTO DEVELOPING
Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky. 759-9347
OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 9.a.m. to 6 p.m.
Give Us An Hour And
We Will Give You A Lifetime

52 Bother
53 Weight ol
India
55 Hindu
Cymbals
56 Secret
agent
59 Three-toed
sloth

This Week

11
12

20c

14

15

or

N

19

21

39
33

25
2

One Roll Of Fresh Film
For Each-Roll Processed

35

4,3

1 38
43

42
45

Off

%
1

40
54
57

Idi a Good too.

61

TODAY i .5 REPORT CARD
DAY MARCIE...TODAY
WE FIND OUT IF WE
MOVE UP A 6RADE...

DO YOU WANT ME
TO PASS OUT THE
REPORT CARPS, MA'AM?

Offer Expires 6-11-84

complete a prescribed
curriculum to win
automatic admission to
state universities in
1987, the year they
graduate from high
school.
Those who do not
follow the currictilum
can still be conditionally
admitted to college.
The freshman class is
also the first required
by the state Board of
Education to, complete
two math, science and
English courses before
students begin theirjunior year.
The council adopted
its pre-college curriculum in 1982 to
reduce the need for
remedial classes , that
students found they
needed once they reached college.
The curriculum requires four years of high
school English, algebra
I, geometry, U.S..
history, world civilization and biology I.
Students are also required. to take either
physics I or chemistry.
Recommended
courses include two
years of foreign
language, algebra II, at
least one computer
course and electives in
art and music.
Students apparently
responded to the computer course recommendation — the'councir s study showed
enrollment in introductory computer courses
rose 65 percent- and a
computer math course
jumped 103 percent.
The only enrollment
declines in the recommended courses were a

OR EMPTY A FEW
WASTEBASKETS?

000H! THAT
SOUND JUST
PIERCES MY EARS'

5.8 percent drop in art riculum before it was
and about a 1 percent required, but more
drop in music.
students are looking
One high school ahead.
counselor said collegebound students had been
"The kids wo get into
following a similar cur- trouble are those who

CDe tv
113

wait untti the last
minute (to seek college
admission) and didn't
take the right courses,"
said Suzanne Kephart, it
Shelby County guidance
counselor.
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Landscaper's Wife Wonders
If He Should Trim His Talk
, DEAR ABBY: My• husband is a
up), I became involved(sex) with the
landscaper, and right now he's
son, who had more to offer(sexwise)
working on a job that has a lot of
than his father, so that's how, I
apartments. I always ask him what
became confused between the two of
his day was like, and he always has
them.
some interesting stories to tell me.
The son says he loves me, and so
For the last two weeks he's been
does the father. I love them both.
talking about this nice-looking redWhat should I do?
haired lady who tells him what a
CONFUSED
great tree trimmer he is. Yesterday
he told me that she came out with
DEAR CONFUSED:The "conher flatiron in one hand, a roll of
fusion" you feel is a valuable
electrical tape in the other and
warning signal. You need counhelplessly asked, "Is this what you
seling to learn the difference
call electrical tape?" Of.course he
between sex and love.
fixed her iron during his break, and
It appears that not only are
she gate him a cold beer for his
you using the father and son,
help.
they are also using you. Forget
He said the men at work asked
them, both. They are double
him if he had something going with
trouble.
the redhead.(Then he laughed.) He
failed to tell me whether he fixed her
•••
iron inside her apartment or out.'
Maybe I'm too touchy, but I don't
DEAR ABBY: To the flight atfeel comfortable when my husband's _
. tendant who is beside herself over
co-workers aek-him if he has
thing going. Should I worry? sonie-:, _ mothers who breast-feed their babies
in flight: In the first place, the
STAY-AT-HOME WIFE
sucking and swallowing equalizes
the pressure during take-off and ,
DEAR WIFE: No. Your itirslanding, preventing the excruciating
band sounds like an accompain babies sometimes experience in
modating fellow who makes
flight.(When they scream,that's the
friends easily. Don't worry. It's
reason.)
the husband who comes home
Also, to suggest that a mother
with no stories to tell, never
take her baby into the lavatory to
meets anybody and nothing ever
nurse while other passengers wait
happens to that I'd worry about.
in line to use the facilities is
outrageous.
Abby, that flight attendant has a
hang-up. She should hang up her
DEAR ABBY: I have a serious
wings!
problem. X am a 20-year-old woman
ANOTHER FLIGHT
who is in love with two men—a
ATTENDANT,SANTA
father and his son.
MONICA. CALIF.
I met them both at the same time
and was immediately attracted to
•• *
the father. He is 40. He was attracted
to me, too, and we had sex together
the very first night I met him. He
(Every teen-ager should know
told me he was living with a lady,so
the truth about drugs, sex and
if we were to be lovers he would have
how to be happy. For Abby's
to be very careful. We would arrange
booklet, send your name and
to meet for a few hours at his son's
address clearly printed with a
apartment. The son is 21 and goes to
check or money order for $2.50
college.
(this includes postage) to: Abby,
Well, one afternoon while waiting
Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
for the father (who never did show
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)
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GOOD MORNING,BOYS AND
GIRLS. 1 LOVE YOU JUST THE
WAY YOO ARE

YOU ARE KIND,THOUGHTFUL
OBEDIENT AND CONSIDERATE

NOT TO MENTION INTELLIGENT,
WITTY AND cHARMINes
WE ALL KNOW
UNCLE ROY 15
A LIAR,BUT WE
DON'T CARE

EVERYBODY LOVES
UNCLE ROY

DAVIs 6-5
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FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS

Stock Market

Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs &Stratton
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
,
G.A.F
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich
Goodyear
Home Health
Care America

-5.71
43% + %
28% -1%
15% unc
27% -%
24% +
47% ,143
38% unc
18% + 1/8
6,4% + 14
32% + 14
29
24% +
7%

-1,43

I.B.M
Jerrico
J.C.Penney
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay CoSm
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
A.L. Williams
C.E:F. Yield

1067/8
15%
50%
30741
29%
12%
34
60%
30%
5
.341%
35
3814
15%

unc
1
1
- /8
-1

+4
unc
1

,

+1

+ 1$4
unc
unc
10.18

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
rim CONCERNED
ABOUT GAIL

54-IE'S BEGINNING L.:
TO TAKE OUR LITTLE
CARD GAMES
TOO SERIOUSLY

71-iEN AGAIN,PERHAPS
YOU'RE NOT

1 .Legal

1 .Legal

1 .t.egal

FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING FUNDS
PUBLIC HEARING
A budget hearing will be held on June 14, 1984, 7:30 p.m., Counoil Chambers, City Hall Building, for all interested citizens of the
City of Murray, Kentucky. The following budget is Proposed for
fiscal year July 1. 1984 through June 30, 1985.
Revenue
Total of
Sharing
Category
All Funds
Fund
General Goverqment
$214,050
$130,100
Animal Control
15,865
5,000 •
Public Safety, Police
493,169
130,206
Public Safety, Fire
'473,076
131,006
-r-utfIrWbrifs,'Street
215:655
.8,000

C'MON, HONEY,e JUST A LITTLE
KISS

•
The proposed budget may be examined on weekdays at City Hall,
City Clerk's Office, 8:00 a.
:00 p.m. All interested citizens wilf
have the (3-, rtunity to give written and oral comment to the
legislative • ody. Senior Citizens are encouraged to attend this
public hearing.
Murray City Council
Holmes Ellis. Mayor
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aAssing-D ADVERTISEMENTS
1 .Legal

It

1.Legal

9. Situation Wanted

LEIH.ER & TINIEN

11

ENDA).

%1.. 5.

1984

1' %IA-, 13

24. Miscellaneous

32. Apts for Rent
37. Livestock-Supplies
Used Cars
49
51
CkmPers
53 Services Offereq
FIREWOOD for sale. 1 BR furnished apt., 1 PUREBRED
Re- 1967 JAGUAR XKE 25 FT. Chris Craft
Seasoning Oak and block from campus, gistered Arabian
Coupe, rebuilt engine. Cruiser. cooking and
Hickory. $25 pickup, $30 $155 month. No pets. ing. 4 years old. Geld- new tires,
excellent sleeping quarters, $2.
Bay
deliveretb..j53 7783 after 753-5080 dr 753-1203.
color. Call 759-9541 after condition. $9,000. Phone 000. 753-9775.
5p.m.
p.m.
753-6323 after 5p.m.
WINIBAGO Motor
FIRE Wood. easoned 1 BR furnished, lease
Saddle in 1970 BEETLE VAST., Home w /Dodge chasoak, tree trimming and and deposit. Adults good condition for sale yellow, mint condition. sis 20 ft. sleeps
6, roof
removing hedges- and only. No pets. Call after or trade for English many factory extras,
no air, cruise, generator.
shrubs. Free estimates. 4p.m., 759-4756 or 753- Saddle. call 753-0530.
rust, never 'wrecked. excellent cond. 57.950
753-5476.
9208.
Serious bids only. Call 753-0114 or 753-7237
Paul
Sam
1 BE Inrnished apt and S
JOHN Deere Crawler
753-8374 after p.m.
52.
Nytill
Boats
,
Loader, good condition. BR furnished apt. Close
-Motors
1971
CHEVY
Caprice,
43.
Real
Estate
to University. Call 753$2,900. 436-5539.
/531312
one owner, good condi- 14 FT. Fiberglass boat
7534411
MAPLE table, chair, 3134.
tion. Call 753-5969 6 gal. tank, top, 25 h.p.
•Rosidonti
al&
1
BR
furnished
$85. Refrigerator, $35.
apt. Air
1971 GALAX17 500, f Johnson motor, trolling
STROUT
Commercial.
Bedroom suite, $150. canditioned, no pets, no
motor, battery, trailer,
owner
c
ele437.xx
x
REALTY
10. Business Opportunity
2.Notice
Couch, 145. Baby bed, children. Near Court
*Free Estimates.
miles.
offer. 753- $800. Call 489-2547.
3854
3,000 SQ. Ft. Commer- $25. Front door, $20. Square Also furnished
bEPTH Finder. _TrailLou MR Phipot753.6843
residence
for summer
'
cial block building on 1 753-5292.
1972 VOLKSWAGEN ing Motor repairs. FacWayne Wagon 753-5086
.
acre pave parking lot. MINOLTA copy only. Call 753-1602.
Convertible, white with tory authorized parts LEE'S CARPET
Jo. L Kennon 436-5676
Located 5 miles west of machine, -excellent 1 BR unfurnished, 2 BR
black top. 'Call 753-6114 and warranty service. CLEANING. Murray's
1912 Coldwater Road
furnished. Lease and
Lowrance, Minn-Kota, only professional Carafter 5p.m.
Murray on Hwy. 94. condition, $795. 759-1041.
Murray. Kentucky 42071
2 Gal. Outside $30,000 with financing NEW Air Compressors. deposit. Adults only. No
1502) 753-0186
1973 CHEVY Impala. Motor Guide. ECHO pet Cleaning Company
available. 435-4526
Commercial 5 h.p., 60 pets. Call 753-9208 after
Rnytkne
good mechanical con- E LECTRONICS, with over 12 years
Latex House
continuous local service
JOE L. KENNON
gal. tanks, 15.3 C.F.M. 4p.m.
dition many new en- Paducah, Ky. 442-7673.
14. Want to Buy
using'themost powerful
duplex, 1214 Peggy
Broker
per minute. Retail $1,
gine parts, some body
Paint.
53. Services Offered
cleaning system made
Licensed Bonded
rust, $650. 753-8291.
USED Fireproof filing 295. Special $695. We Ann, Murray. 492-8225.
Reg. $33.50
Hundreds of satisfied
1974 4 DR. Dodge Moncabinet. Also mobile deliver. _901-749-0091 2 BR duplex with carrepeat customers.
port, utility room,
CAI for your C0101
night or day.
home tires. 753-2922.
aco, air, ps, auto., fair
Licensed and Ipsured.
Sptliny In our studio
Sale
WANTED to buy: Har- OAK and Hickory washer/dryer hookup, LISTING; Residential, condition. $375. Call
We move the furniture
CARTER STUDIO
7594835.
dwood timber. Call firewood, 825/rick de- central heat and air, Investment, FmHA
free. Free estimates, 24
stove, refrigerator and Land, Lake, Commercia
100 Maul 1',3 8298
livered. 436-2778.
1974 GRAN Torino
753-0338.
l,
hour service. 753-5827.
garbage disposal fur- Farms. nurray Brougham,
1 owner,
WANT TO BUY. Short PROCESS MAIL! S7S
LICENSED Electrician
nished. $200 deposit, Calloway Co.
Realty, metallic brown with APPLIANCE SERVICE
wide bed for 1960-1966 per hundred! No exfor residential and
$275 month. Call 753- 753-8146 or Ron
Talent, beige vinyl top, good Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Chevrolet truck. 753- perience. Part or full
Whirlpool. 21 years ex- commercial. Heating
5400.
753-9894.
EXPENSES shared to 7597.
condition.
$1,500.
753- perience.
time. Start im2 BR furnished apt.
Parts and ser- and air condition, gas
San Francisco, Calif. by
9357.
mediately. Details-send
vice. Bobby Hopper, installation and repair
near college. Evenings, 44. Lots for Sale
15. Articles for Sale
July 5th, 436-2106.
1974 GRAN Prix. 1974
self-addressed stamped 753-6045
Bob's Appliance Service, Phone 753-7203.
or 7594671.
AURORA one to 10 acres Gran Ville, 4 dr. 1975 202
envelope to CRI-N41,
S. 5th St. 753-48727' MOBILE home roof and
2
BR,
near
University
.
wooded Kentucky Lake Dodge Dart, 1 dr. 1968 753-8886
DAILY
Box 9014, Stuart, FL
repair. Carpentry work.
(home).
753-8096.
area, from $3,995, nothing Cadillac Cony. These
33495.
BLOCK Building. Roofing small building
CAR RENTAL
Little used 10 h.p.
RAILROAD Ties, nod FURNISHED apts. ef- down,from $39 month, for and other good local basements. garages, and garages. 753-2260 or
and up. Call 753-2905 or ficiency 1 or 2 BR. Also home, mobile home, free older 'cars. You clean footing, floors, drive- 753-440.
LONG TERM
Air Compressor (2
sleeping rms. Zim- Information phone Mr. em and save. Rick's
435-4343
Or 435-4319.
years old) 3 phase.
merman Apts., S. 16th Shell 1-800-521-4996.
LEASE
Vinyl Roofs, North 16th ways. Also brick work, NEED work on your
CLRARANCE SALE. St. 753-6609.
and Poor Farm Rd. large or small jobs. 24 trees? Topping, prunComplet
e
with
Rear tine tillers. Supply
ASK GENE
years experience. 753- ing, shaping,, complete
758-9872. We trade.
ap . 46. Homes for Sale
filters and reset
limited. Prices good w/washer
5476.
removal and more. Call
and
1975
dryer
FORD
AT
LTD,
4
dr.,
3
BR,
1
bath, Ili basewhile they last.' All have near
box.
Health Center. ment, close -to college. black, good condition. CARPENTER work. BOVER'S TREE
Briggs and Stratton $240/mon
painting, roto tilling. By SERVICE _for Proth includes Call 753-7261. Moving $1,350. 753-8124.
Gould
engines, 3 forward gas, heat
fessional tree care
hour or job. 753-0790.
and water. priced to sell.
1,976
DATSUN
B210,
speeds and reverse. 5 753-9476 days,
Oil Co.
ELECTRICAL and 753-0338.901-247- I BR, 2% bath
excellen
condition
t
,
home.
HP, $399.99; 8 HP, 1:
Plumbing. Over 30 ODD job specialist.
5441:11aerlurnishraw Located
Phone
on approx. 10 69,xxx miles, $2,100. years experience. Work ceiling. fans, electrical.
$499.99. Wallin Hardea
436-2106.
acres of viand 5% miles
ware, Paris, Tn.
guaranteed. Free *es- plumbing, fencing. You
492-8885
Available now. 753-8731.
southeast of Murray. 3 1976 MUSTANG II Ghia, timates on request.
SAWDUST for sale.
Call name it. I do it. You
large barns, $68,000. If black with red interior, anytime, 436-2218.
buy. I install. You
Shoemaker Lumber 33. Rooms or
en
interested, cl 753
PIANO,. voice or _zuitar 2-814.A1313---bikes7
:
6199 new tires, new brakes. -ENERAL HOMff break, I fix. Call 4.3622 North, RTRYIT
Armen
•
--IT,Iffr'Te3-1533.
•
rirPTITTM---cir-after-5730-1 :532e.
lessons. Master's de2868.
McKenNe, TN. 901-352REPAIR. 15 years
A nne
resser,_ o dd
women, near campus,
gree. $25/month. 753BR frame home, 1977 MERCURY Mon- perience. Carpentrex- ROOFING, Painting.
chairs, dresser, stove '"'•
y,
kitchen and study areas located at 1008 -Olive- St., arch 4 dr., brown,
concrete, plumbing, Concrete Work. All
hood, Chiffrobe. 753- SATELLITE Service, available. $100 for each •
large lot with garden 76,xxx miles, sharp. roofing, siding.
system repairs, tune- summer session.
9218.
NO types of construction
$2,256. 489-2547.
753- space. $20,000. 753-9775.
JOB TO SMALL. Free work. Free estimates.
Jim Sutter & Jerry LARGE Kenmore Re- ups, upgrades and new 6783.
1977
T-BIRD.
ABOUT
1 mile south of
estimates. Days 753- Quality Work. Herb
Tri-State Satellite
Henry will be in our frigerator, 18 months sale.
New Providence, in- bucket seats, Pioneer 6973, nights 474-2276.
Harris, 474-8839.
old. Paid $750. Will take Sales, 315 Tyson Ave. 34. Houses for Rent
stereo,
$2,100.
cluded
753-6398
is a good electric
showroom from $400. Also baby chang- Paris, TN. We repair
JOE (Sonney) McKin- WE Buy - Sell and'
2 BR house at Pan- cook stove, refrigera- or 753-3879.
ney Appliance Service. Repair Used Air Con.
6:30-8:00 Mon., ing table with drawers. anyone's satellite orama Shores. Availa- tor, air conditioner
-and 1977 TRANS AM, UV All makes
ditioners. Dill Electric,
Both in excellent condi- system. 901-642-5361.
ble now. Adults gas heater. Call and cruise, electric (Authorize and models. 753-9164.
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
d Service on
tion."Come take a look. VIC 20 Computer with preferred.
Deposit re- 492-8316.
windows. Call between Montgomery Ward
PURDOM
Ap753-3728.
data set, excellent con- quired. Call 436-2755.
HOME FOR SALE IN 713.M. 10 31).M. 492-8727.
pliances). Located at
dition. $120. Call after 2 BR house
MOTORS, INC.
southwest of GATESBOROUGH. 1078 MERCURY Zephyr George Hodge and Son
6p.m. 436-2455.
Aluminum Service Co.
04ds-Pont-Cad.-Buick
Lynn Grove. Deposit Custom built, 3 BR, 2 Z-7, all options, new Used Furniture Store.
For Sale Used Air
WATER Heaters. Elec- required. 435-4195.
bath, with beautiful Michelin tires. Call 753-8505.
Aluminum and vinyl
Conditioners 34,000
tric, double heating 3 RR house near
col- landscaping. AS- 753-8824.
LAWN Mower and tiller
siding. Custom trim work.
BTU to 5.000 BTU.
elements,
round
glass
lege. Evenings, SUMABLE LOAN. 1981 HONDA CX-506 repair. 3 miles south on
5. Lost and Found
lined tanks, 5 year 753-8045.
Guaranteed
References. Call Will Ed
FIXED RATE. Owner Custom liquid cool shaft 121. See Wayne and Kim
FOUND. Bird dog.
guarante
e, 30 gal., UNFURNISHE
relocat
DILL'S ELECTRIC
Bailey. 7530689.
ing.
drive,
Call
two
tone
blue,
D 1
Wilson, 753-5086.
Owner may claim by
$109.99; 40 gal. $119; 50 story
excellent condition. 492frame house, 1 759-4787.
753-9104
Identifying and paying
gal. $139.99_ Wallin bath, % basement, city
8892.
for this ad. Call 753-2878.
Hardware.
Aluminum and Vinyl
utilities, no pets, South of New Providence, 1983 CADILLAC Coupe
56. Free Column
LOST at Calloway
$200/month plus de- included is a good cook Devine, immaculate
siding and Aluminum
County Fair Grounds. 16. Home Furnishings
FREE
Blood Hound
stove,
refrigerato
posit.
502-369-895
r, air condition, very low
trim for all houses. It
8 after
NOTICE OF SALE
Lost last week gold rope 3 Pc. Dinette,
puppies. Call 489-2711
4p.m. eastern daylight conditioner and gas hea- miles, loaded with exstops painting.
OF PERSONAL
chain and nugget. Call frigerator, stove reafter 5p.m.
ter. Call 492-8316.
time.
and
tras. Call 1-247-5840 for
Jack Glover
502-247-4700 or after T.V. Call 753-3164.
PROPERTY AT
FREE Kittens. Good
REDUCED $14,500. details.
VERY
nice
two
BR
5p.m. 502-247-8585. Call
753-1873
mousers. Inside or outPUBLIC AUCTION
BLACK vinyl couch and
home, large yard, gar- OWNER SAIDS 1984 OLDS Ciera
collect.
side pets. 753-3474.
recliner, $55. Cloth
den, stove, refrig.. 8 SELL!!! the bargain is Brougham, V-6, 4 dr.,
NOTICE
IS couch and chair, $35.
miles SE of Murray. YOURS, Skated at 506 auto. transmission,
HEREBY GIVEN by 6. Maio Wanted
Call 759-1738. Must sell.
References and deposit. Cherry Street, this loaded. $9, 4 95.
Colwell
Mortgage, A FUN JOB. Super- COMPLE
home now offered at 1-382-2260, Lynn
Call 492-8594.
TE waterbed
Grove.
visors needed for USA set includes
Corporation in accor$30,500. This home is
new liner
No.
1
Toy
Party
37.
Plan
to
Livestock-Supplies
priced for below re- 50. Used Trucks
dance
with
and new heater with
the
hire and manage de- frame
and mattress,
Uniform Commercial
PERFORMANCE placement cost! 3 BR, 1968 FORD Truck
mostrators. Free train240,
TESTED 3/8, 1/2, 3/4 living room, den, kit- straight. 6 standard
Code as the holder and Ang and supplies. Free $100. 753-2307 after
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
On
chen.
MUST
see
rr
4:a
this
ir
o
_
7/8
and
column, new tires.
secured party of that $300 sample kit. Great
and
Simmental
home.
Call
Spann
Dixiela
nd Center Open Til 6
new,
26.
-Radio
TV
Maine-Anjou service
Power
AM/FM cassette, red
pay- and earn Hawaii
Installment Contract
Saver Air Conditioner,
age bulls. Only the very Realty Associates. 753- with black interior.
trip.
Work
GE
19"
color
TV.,
from
Can
your 14,000 BTU, GE
§r Disclosure StateCor- remote control, audio top performance bulls 7724 or 753-7726.
home. Ladies over 23
•
•
11•
•
•
•
••••••••••••••••
TRADE. 3 BR brick .be seen at Super 0
ment
("Security
call for details. Call ningware •Stove with output for stereo, $300. offered from over 800 AI near city High
America,
Five
Points •
•
School'in
performance cows. All
Agreement")
Debbie collect at self cleaning oven. Call 759-9873 or 753-9227.
after
6p.m.
exNice deMayfield for similar
PhIlco freezer. Call
•
bulls
health
tested
and
502-653-470
penable
4
truck. $950.
or 502-653- 435-5539.
ecuted by James B.
property in or around
guaranteed. Broadbent „„rray.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
435_4487.
4742.
753-0509.
Rummage 8z Ruth F.
Farms, Route 1, Cadiz, m"
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
1976 FORD Courier. air.
CARPENTER with own 19. Farm Equipment
10x50 STAR trailer for KY 42211. Phone (Day)
Rummage on Sept.
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
4 speed. 81,650. 753-8124
tools. Call 753-5152.
47.
Motorcy
cles
sale. $3,200. Located
(502)235-5182.
1981 CHEVROLET
3rd, 1982, which is now DENTAL
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
Receptionist,
West Ky. Lake De1972 HONDA 450 with 51. Campers
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & RAISED PANEL DOORS
in default, that the
minimum high school Twin Screw Truck, 70 velopment, Lax Rd., 41. Public Sales
tarring, trunk, new tires
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
education. Typing and series, heavy duty Lot no. 3. Contact
property described
and battery, $600. Call 14 FT. Camper trailer.
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
Kodak cab, 3208 Cat
office
skills.
real
Ferguson.
Please
good
condition
•KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
below will be publicly
753-7908.
send complete resume Diesel engine, 13 speed 10x..%, CONCRETE drive, ESTATE AUCTION
* CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE &
1974 HONDA 750, good 759-1846.
offered -for sale and
FURNITURE REFINISHING
to P.O. Box 1040E, transmission, 24 ft. carport and porch,
1970
SHASTA
14
ft.
condition.
Call
759-1848
grain
bed
JUNE
SAT.,
twin
9TH
sold to the highest bidhoist,
I PRICES
Murray.
trailer, sleeps 6, stove. •COMPITITIV
_carpeted
121
.
out
of
after
5p.m.
radial
tires,
less than
• Drop Illy
der,
753-5940
for
cash, COVERNMENT JOBS
9:30 A.M.
1960 l'AMAHA 656 refrigerator, $850. Also •Ow Illapiey
100,000 miles, $25,000. Coldwater on Sancliack
1978
cashiet's check or - Thousand% of vacan- Jerry
175
Road. 438-2828.
XL
Honda
Dirt
Special,
excellent conPage,
RAIN OR SHINE
1212 Main Murray, Ky.
1978 DETROIT 14x58,
other "good" funds on cies must be filled 901-642-3328.
dition, many extras, Bike, $150. Call after
QUITMAN HERNDON
Immediately. $17,634 to
6p.m.
436-2455.
BR,
central
heat
and
$950.
753-9291.
June 22nd, 1984, at $ 50
, 112. Call PoR Sale 1951 Red- air, stove, washer
ESTATE
1980 YAMAHA 656
10:00 o'clock a.m. at: 716-842-6000, including Belly Tractor, recently dryer, underpin and
ning,
11 MILES WEST Of MURRAY
overhaule
Special, excellent cond,
new
tires,
Stark's
Brothers Sunday, Ext. 32711.
utility
pole,
front
and
LYNN
Of
MILES
WEST
3
dition, 1,xxx miles,
new battery, excellent
rear deck option. Extra
Mobile Homes Rt. 9 TNSTICUMENT Maker. condition. Trailer
GROVE 1 5 MILES EAST Of
$1,150. Call 753-0457.
heavy
Demonstr
ated
skills,
nice.
Call
758-1598,
After
94
HWY
ON
CITY
TIC
Box 40 Benton, KY
duty, tandem axle, axle,
1981 YAMAHA XS-1100,
metal working, wood
electric brakes, 12x6 % 5p.m. 753-5905.
excellent condition,
42025. Mobile home working, general
Amona 16 Cu. Ft.
shop ranks, heavy duty
1
BR
14x70
1979,
ununder 10,000 miles, well
hitch
Upright Freezer • Singe
for sale: Year 1983, repair and scientific
and jack stand. 753-7246 furnished except for
maintained, with exModel 600E Touch And
Make Redman, Model equipment design and or 7534648.
stove
and
refrigerato
r.
West Ky.
tras. Call 492-8807.
Sew Sewing Machine •
Real nice. Call 753-2407.
Designer, Size 70x14, construction. Specific Trailer Sales.
1983 HONDA VF 1100
skills include OxyOval Shape Formica
Serial No. 11224152
753-3939.
acetylene, electric arc SEARS Rear Tine 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Breakfast
Finish
Wood
with
refrigerator, and Tungsten Inert Gas Tiller. Top of the line,
1983 HONDA 500
Suite • RCA XL100 Color
1 BR mobile home off of
Shadow, 1,500 miles.
stove, washer, dryer. (T.I.G.) welding opera- all options, 6 h.p. Used
Portable"TV • BSR 210
East 94. 753-8438.
approximat
ely
8
hours.
like new. $1,600
The proceeds of tion of an engine lathe, Cost over
And Tape Player
.Stereo
3
BR,
1%
bath,
fur$1,000.
Selling
753-9872.
said shall be applied Bridgeport vertical for $700. Call 753-4399.
With Speakers • Chest
nished mobile home.
mill, band saw, shear
753-4808.
toward the satisfac- and brake, table
48.
Drawers
Tables
Auto Services
End
Of
•
saw, 20. Sporti Equipment
NICE 2 BR trailer near
• Choirs• Household Kittion
of
the
in- jointer and planer. SalCAR Batteries. 24
GUNS. 308 Browning. Murray. No pets. 489chen Utensils.
debtedness secured ary negotiable. -Send
series, 36 month
12 ga. Browning. 16 ga. 2611.
Ferguson 30 Tractor • 3
guarantee, $27.99: 60
by said
Security resume and 3 re- Springfield
NICE 3 BR, 1 % bath
. 759-1710.
ferences to Dr. Gary W.
Point Disc'• Pull Type
month guarantee,
Agreement which is Boggess,
Dean, College ..5 CAL. Thompson mobile ho.me,
$37.99; 27 series. 36
Rotary Cutter • 3 Point
$24,436.50 as of this of Science, MSU, .Center Hawken Flin- $150/month or sell on
month guarantee.
Borrell Sprayer • town
date, plus accrued Murray, Ky. 42071. tlock, good shape, contract. 759-4592.
Mower • Table Sow • $32.94; 60 month.
shoots well, $100 firm.
guarantee. $39.99
finance charges, at- E.O.E./1113E.
Hand Tools• Wheel Bar30. Business Rentals
753-0556 after 5p.m.
torney's fees, and. 9. Situation Wanted
row • Many Boxes 0' Wallin Hardware.
PADUCAH GUNSHOW,
Paris, TN.
costs and expenses of
Misc.
GOOD Reconditioned
WOULD like to clean up June 9-10 from 10-5 at
repossession and sale.
the
Mini
Jaycee Civic CenAuto Batteries,
tree tops for the wobd.
DennIt and MkNarol Harnakin
ter, Paducah, Ky. BUYguaranteed! $15 exSeller reserves the Phone 753-5240.
Ca Isacuters
Warehouse
SELL -TRADE'
change. Call 753-3711.
Ph. 312.22e0
Storage Space
MCCANN GUNSHOWS
j(
7
,
49.
Used Cars
Classite
618-337-7543. Gun Door
First
tiair Service
For
Rent
/
,
.1
CASH
JAMES R.
Prize.
111$3 AUSTIN flealey
on Stereo's & T.V.'s
753-1492
ILK-2, model 3000. Call
The A octionee,
'.''f4r1t:?44
Music
22.
al
Work Guaranteed
753-4350, ask for Bob
& RPOI Estate Broldr
NED Yamaha Ret.
1962 RAMBLER
Fancy Form KY
space for rent.
ceiver, $150, good con- Located on
Classic, runs g9od, body
Phone 623 8466
North 12th
dition,
clean
sound
and
In excellent condition
222 S. 12th St. •
753-5865
Sanyo Titintable with St. $100/month. 753Call 753-6107
needle, $56. Call 159-9667 5548.
after 4p.m.
31. Want,to.Rent
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
TLC Cleaning Service
toRTIT
ITANt.ra24.
Miscella
neous
Gold
Silver
quires housing for 7
Introducing Our °
Closed
Closed
•
months. Apt, or house In
REVOL
LIT1ONAPX NEW atTreferrabilluk:
ME7OMd
WM'VATTI IRT.
-Vow'
"
seii
-CARPET
DRY with or withopt tilt Donsigh. 762-3051 days.
-Today
396.00. Today
NI 45
CLEAN
ING
753-5986
MACH
evenin4s.
INE
trailer. Als0 all types of
•
Up4.50
.11
Up
'Only One In Ibis Section Of The Country
TdARRIEV couple
sand blasting and pain
Compliments of:
ling. Call Murray wanti to revt - lot in
'Carpet Dry In Y. to i/4 Hour
*LC SALK CASH
NO LIMIT
GOLD 8. SILVER CUSTOM
Livestock and Trailer country for new trailer.
Call Today For Our Low-Low
Call
753-1890 or•160-4494.
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
Sales, Hwy. 94 East
INTRODUCTORY.PRICE
7534334. t
/53 1113
32.' Apia for 'Rent
We Clean With.
ALL. Leather Klien
Diomood.
We buy Gold. Silver
Linemen's belt with 1 AND 2 BR apts. near
Hours: 10-S Daily. 12 5 Sunday
Lanyard New, never( downtown Murray 753759 9754
References
4109, 762-6650 or 436-2844.
used, $70. Call 489-2406.
759 1834

NOTICE OF SALE
OF PERSONAL
PROPERTY AT
PUBLIC AUCTION
NOTICE
IS
HEREBY GIVEN by
Colwell
Mortgage
Corporation in accordance
with
the
Uniforro Commercial
Code as the holder and
secured party of that
Installment Contract
& Disclosure Statement
("Security
Agreement")
executed by Timothy
• Dean Osberg & Laura
M. Osberg on Feb.
18th, 1983, which is
now in default, that
the property described below will be
publicly offered for
sale and sold to the
highest bidder, for
cash, cashier's check
or other "good" funds
on June 25th, 1984, at
10:00 o'clock a.m. at:
Stark's
Brothers
Mobile Homes Rt. 9
Box 40 Benton, KY
42025. Mobile home
for sale: Year 1983,
Make Elcona, Size
70x14, Serial No.
5-31489-13042
with
refrigerator, stove,
washer, dryer, 3 axles, and 6 wheels.
The proceeds of
said Shall be applied
toward the satisfaction
of
the
indebtedness secured
by said
Security
Agreement which is
-417,89341
of
date; plus accrued
finance charges, attorney's fees, and
costs and qtpenses of
repossession and sale.
Seller r7erves the
right to id at said
sate. StnIcessful bidder shall)oe obligated
to pay !applicable
sales ta0s, if any, in
addition to sales price
at the time of sale.
DATED' this 31st
day of May, 1984.
Colwell Mortgage
Corporation By Marshall Yelverton(MFG
housing dept. I

right to bid at said 21 YEARS Experience
sale. Successful bid- purchasing agent and
,other supervisory
der shall be obligated
positions. Will consider
to pay applicable anything related
or
sales taxes, if any, in unrelated. Resume
addition to sales price furnished. Farmington.
5132-345-2036.
at the time Of sale.
TEACHE
DATED this 30th students R will tutor
after school or
day of May, 1984.
in the summer. For
Colwell Mortgage details call 753-7129.
Corporation By Mar- WTLL Clean your house.
shall Yelverton, Mfg Have excellent references. 759-1762.
Housing Dept.

li

1Ie‘T

'ainting
Contractor.;

Incredible'
Prices

$ 395
BEL-AIR
DECOR STORE

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617
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mile

1 Year Old
Female Register
Basset Hound
For Sale.

PIONEER

Call
753-0588

CAR STEREO
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RETAIL

SAVE BY USING
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Lawyer to challenge constitutionality in case

OBITUAR I ES
Nunn, Freehmd's
Rites to(aN
father local rites Monday at church tor
woman, dies The funeral for Noble Mr. liAl‘sards
James Proctor Nunn, Dalton Freeland was
father of Mrs. Everett Monday ail p.m. at the
Outland of Murray, died Blood River Church of
Monday at 10:25 a.m. at Christ. Charlie Sweatt
Cald‘fell County and Alex Clayton
officiated. .
Hospital, Princeton.
Pallbearers were
He was 90 years of age
and a resident of Ed- Butch Neese, Tony
dyville. Mr. Nunn was a Neese, Donald Raines,
Melvin Dale, Ralph
retired pharmacist.
Jr., and James
Stewart,
Born April 18, 1894, he
was the son of the late Peoples.
Burial was in the
William Henry Nunn
and Ida Jackson King Bethel Cemetery in
Henry County, Tenn.
.
Nunn.
Survivors are his Ridgeway Morticians,
wife, Mrs. Henrietta Paris, Trin., were in
Willison Dunn; two charge of
daughters, Mrs. Everett arrangements.
Mr. Freeland, 77, 1211
Outland, Murray, and
Mrs. Virginia Reynoldsburg Road,
Miesenhelder, Los Paris, died Friday
Altos, Calif.; one sister, afternoon at Henry
Mrs. Tom Waller. County General
Paducah: five gra,nd- Hospital there. He was a
children.; six great- retired farmer.
Born Sept. 19, 1906, in
grandchildren.
The funeral will be Henry County, he was
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the son of the late
the chapel of Dunn's Stonewall Jackson and
Mortuary, Eddyville. Dora Lax Freeland.
His wife, the former
The-Rev. Jack Eller will
Jonnie Neese, died Jan.
officiate.
Burial will follow in 317 1981. He was a
the Rolling Hills member of the Blood
River Church of Christ.
Cemetey at Eddyville.
He also was preceded
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 6 in death by two sons,
p.m. tonight (Tuesday). Dalton Freeland and
Joseph Freeland, a
grandson, Rancly
Freeland, arid two
brothers.
Survivors include one
'daughter, Mrs. Joyce
Stewart, Vidor, Texas;
two sisters, Mrs. Ardath
Hart, Paris, and .Mrs.
Services for Clgyborn Modell West of
McCuiston are today at California.
2 p.m. in the chapel of
Also surviving are
Blalock -Coleman four brothers, Charles
Funeral Home.
Freeland, Hazel, NorThe Rev. Ronnie man Freeland, GreenAdams is officiating. wood, Miss., Gilbert
Providing the music is Freeland, Memphis,
the Poplar Spring Bap- Tenn., and Robert
tist Church Choir with Freeland, Madison
Dan Hargrave as Heights, Mich.; five
'Kay Taylor as grandchildren; two
leader,
soloist, Hazel Brandon great-grandchildren.
as organist and Carol
Kelly as pianist.
Active pallhearers
are Larry Cherry, Dale
Campbell, Max Bonner,
Jackie Byerly, Billy
The funeral for Mrs.
Walker and Connie Rebecca Wear Churchill
Morgan.
will be Wednesday at 10
Honorary pallbearers .m. in the chapel of J.H.
are Guy Lovins, Jim Churchill Funeral
Hammon, Gil Hopson, Home.
Charlie Lovins, James
Dr. Greg Earwood
Templeton, V.0.
and the Rev. Heyward
Shelton. Lendon Nance, Roberts will officiate.
James Daniels, O.B.
Gus Robertson, Jr., will
Cool"(, J. D. Roberts;
be soloist.
Wayne -Garrison and
Pallbearers will be
Robert Walker.
the grandsons and
Burial will follow in grandsons-in-law.
the Barnett Cemetery.
Burial will follow in
Mr. McCuiston, 753, the Murray City
Rt. 5, died Sunday at Cemetery.
905 a.m. at the Murray.
Friends may call at
Calloway County
the funeral home.
Hospital.
Mrs. Churchill, 83,
He is survived by his 1507 Cardinal Dr., died
wife, Mrs. Laurine Sunday at 2:15 p.m. at
Valentine McCuiston, the Murray-Calloway
and one nephew, Keys County Hospital. Her
McCuiston, Rt. 6.
husband, Ronald W.
Churchill, died Jan. 2,
1981.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Martha
Imes and Mrs. Thomas
0. Walker; one son,
Ronald W. Churchill,
one brother, Daniel
Jr.;
Federal State Market News Service
M. Wear; eight grandJune 5 1914
Kenba ky Purchase Area Hog Market
children; 11 greatReport Includes 11 LBuying Stations
grandchildren and one
Receipts Art 2/194:st 4350,Barnoas
t1dts full'. I 00 higher Sow s uneven
step great-grandchild.

McCuiston's
rites held
here today

Final rites for Clinton
Edwards will be today
at 3 p.m. at the Dexter
Baptist Church.
The Rev. Waid
Copeland and the Rev.
John Phillips will officiate. Music will be by
the Warren Singers.
Pallbearers will be
Donnie Edwards, Andy
Edwards, Terry Edwards,- Romnie Edwards, Joe McKendree
and Marvin McDaniel.
Burial will follow in
the Stewart Cemetery.
In charge of arrangements is the J.H.
Churchill Funeral
Home.
Mr. Edwards, 68, Rt.
1, Dexter, died Monday
at 4:40 p.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
A retired clerk for the
Louisville and Nashville
Railroad, he was a
member of the Dexter
Baptist Church and of a
Masonic Lodge.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Pauline
Gream Edwards; one
daughter, Mrs. Jackie
Mohler; one son, Clifton
Edwards; four grandchildren; one greatgrandchild.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — An attorney for
state Treasurer
Frances Jones Mills
Says the law authorizing
the state attorney
general to prosecute her
is "special legislation"
and therefore
unconstitutional. Because of that, attorney Julius Rather of
Lexington said Monday
he will .ask the court to
quash the ihdictments
handed do'wn against
Mrs. Mills and seven
other current and
former state officials.
Mrs. Mills is .charged
with theft, official
misconduct and meritsystem-law violations
for allegedly using state
workers and property in
her 1983 campaign for
treasurer.
Mrs. Mills was
secretary of state'at the
time and the employees
were on her payroll.
The law in question.
KRS 15.715, was enacted
in 1976 and amended in
1980. It reads:
"The attorney general
shall have the duty,
within the 48th Judicial
District, to prosecute
any person who receive§
compensation from the
treasury of the Commonwealth of Kentucky
for all violations of the
criminal and penal laws
arising out of, involving

or in connection with
state funds..."
The 48th Judicial
District is Franklin
County, which includes
the,, state capital of
Frankfort.
Ratherjaid the law is
"special legislation" in
that it gives the attorney
general the right to prosecute only in Franklin
County.
He said Section 59 of
the state Constitution
prohibits passage of
"local or special" acts
by the Legislature.
D'efense attorneys
earlier questioned the
constitutionality of the'
law in a legal battle still
going on concerning
subpoenas issued for
documents froth Mrs.
Mills office.
That case is still pending before the state
Court of Appeals.
Meanwhile, state
Court of Appeals
records show that
former Gov. Bert T.
Combs has joined Mrs.
Mills in her legal fight.
Combs signed a motion filed last Wednesday on behalf of Knox
County Coroner Lewis
C. Hoppe? Jr. seeking
permission, to file a
friend -of-the-court
brief. Mrs. Mills is a
native of Gray in Knox
County.
The motion says that
as a citizen and friend

and supporter of Mrs.
Mills, Hopper "has an
Interest in seeing that
the attorney general ...
performs his, duties according to law and that

strangeis along the
Virginia-North Cafolina
border. But the efforts
failed to pan out as the
four avoided capture for
a fourth day since six
condemned killers
escaped from the
Mecklenburg Correctional Center in rural
southern Virginia.
"They could be
anywhere," said Robert
Pence, FBI agent in
charge of North
Carolina. "Anywhere at

KRS 15.715 is
unconstitutional.
The Court of Appeals
has not ruled on Combs'
motion to allow Hopper
to enter the case.

Spokesman denies report
LONDON (AP) — A
White House spokesman
denied a published
report today that President Reagan is carrying
to the economic summit
here a U.S. plan for
allied action in case of a
major disruption of Persian Gulf oil supplies.
The New York Times,
in a report attributed to
an unnamed State
Department source,
said Reagan's proposal
calls for Western
Europe and Japan,
which are heavily
dependant on Gulf oil, to
quickly draw on their
existing crude oil stocks
without waiting for a
7-percent drop in supplies to trigger a
10-year-old international oil-sharing
agreement.
But in London, where
the seven-nation conference of industrialized
nations openeThursday,
assistant White House
press secretary Anson
Franklin said, "We
have been working with
our allies for months on

North Carolina escapees still being hunted
WARRENTON, .N.C.
(AP) — Authorities say
they will keep searching
the Warrenton area for
four fugitive killers until
there is "conclusive"
evidence they've moved
on, but an FBI agent
says the Death Row
escapees could be
"anywhere at all."
Officers on Monday
combed the wooded
shores of Lake Gaston
and responded to
reported sightings of

the rights of Mrs. Mills
are not violated by the
actions of the attorney
general."
Combs also submitted
a brief arguing that

Search efforts have
been focused in the Warrenton area since two of
the six inmates —
Derick Lynn Peterson
and Earl Clanton Jr. —
were captured on Friday in a downtown coin
laundry, sipping wine
and eating cheese.
"That's the only
known we have right
now, that two of them
were apprehended in
the middle of Warren-

ton,"Pence said,"We'll
be in Warrenton until we
have some conclusive
indication that the
others are somewhere
else."
Still at large were
James and Linwood
Briley, Lem Tuggle Jr.
and Willie Leroy Jones.
Frustrated
authorities have chased
down numerous reports
that have failed to yield
the convicts.

cooperative actions in
case of a temporary
disruption of oil supplies. But we do not bring to London any
specific plans for
consideration."
Franklin, who is
traveling with the
preSideritial party, 'said
the threat*, posed to
world oil supplies by the
Iran-Iraq war in the
Persiah Gulf region
"may well come up"
during the summit talks
and in Reagan's
separate meetings with
each of the other national leaders arriving
for the conference.
"We hope to continue
the discussions with the
allies, but we don't contemplate any specific
plan or agreement," the
spokesman said.
Another White House
official, speaking on
condition he not be named, said: "Obviously,
this is an important

Issue for us, and we are
well prepared for it, but
we don't have any
reason to bring it up."
The official said recent planning has focused on a review of oil
stocks and noted, the
United States has "a
sizable petroleum
reserve. Some of the
other countries don't.
What we mainly have
done is consider what
steps we would take, but
we prefer not to be
precise about that."
He said the United
States was prepared to
use its oil reserves if it
must but that officials
do not expect that to be
necessary.
"We would promptly
take action if there were
a temporary disruption," the official said,
refusing, as the administration has in the
past, to specify what
type of action that
means.
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SPECIAL

Large Bar-B-Q
Sandwich &
French Fries
Prices Good June 1 7
Convenient Drive Through Window

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q 'n' Burgers
Chestnut St.

753-0045

Churchill
rites planned

•

ON SALE NOW AT FALL CLEARANCE PRICES
SAVE 25% TO 35% AND ENJOY YOUR
FURNITURE NOW AT FALL CLEARANCE PRICES

Hog market
report listed

steady 50 higher
1 2210 240 Ihs $50 I11)-50 50 feu 5100
$49 00 50 00
lbs
$49 50-50 00
S 2 210 250 lbs
545 50-49 50
S 2 3 250 2711 Ibs

SPRING BASE CHAIR PEG
SETTEE PEG. s150'

TABLE & 4 CHAIRS RF(--•

120

I 5.2104210

Srovs
Ihs
I'S 1 227n
1 S 1 3 300 450 Ihs
1 S 1 3 450 5041 lbs
S 13 5004150 Ihs
1 5 2 3 300 500 !Ps
:3.3 50
Boars $33 00

350

$3E1 00-40 00
$39 00-41 00
$40 00-42.00
$41 50-4350
130 00-39 On

!UK STUMP REMOVAL
1/1/q• on 114,1"..1. atompa "p
q•ound
to 74 b.-low
435 4343 of 435 0319
Geo.,'
Pot
Hoot
Now
0/4-

3

SWING PEG

$229"
320

TRUCK LOAD BUYING ALLOWS
TO PASS THE -SAVINGS ON
TO YOU NOW
DWAIN TAYLOR
C-HEVR

Thurman'
208 Main

101 N. 3rd

A

753-2617
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